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Note from the Editor

What is there to say about this pandemic 

that hasn't already been said by people more 

qualified than me. In the spirit of lives well 

lived I asked Liz Bradbury to to contribute an 

obituary for Dixie White, one of the Lehigh 

Valley's first LGBT activists. The Gay Journal 

crew hopes you find this issue entertaining and 

informative. We hope you are all safe and in 

good health during this time. 

Much Love,

Stephen T. Libby, Editor-in-Chief

Dixie White, a major and very longtime LGBT Lehigh Valley activist, died 

on Saturday, April 18th, 2020 and the world lost a bright and constant 

light. Her family has released an obituary that included: “Noted local 

activist, mother, grandmother, sister, aunt and friend, Dixie Dugan White passed 

into eternal rest on Saturday, April 18th, 2020, following an accident and brief illness. 

She was born Patricia Ann Dugan in Bethlehem on March 13th, 1943. She earned 

a bachelor’s degree from Wheaton College in Massachusetts and a master’s degree 

from Syracuse University. (Dixie) spent the bulk of her life as a tireless activist and 

advocate for many organizations. She was the president of the Pennsylvania chapter 

of the National Organization for Women (NOW), Senior Field Organizer for the 

Chicago Chapter of NOW, Community Organizer for the Lehigh Valley Human 

Needs Coalition, Organizer at The Lehigh Valley Project, NE PA Regional Director 

for the Pennsylvania Public Interest Coalition, Director at the AIDS Service Center 

of the Lehigh Valley, Caseworker for Northampton County Children and Youth, and 

Intensive Case Manager with Northampton County’s Drug and Alcohol Division. 

(Dixie) was also heavily involved in the ERA movement, The Lehigh Valley 

Labor Council, GLAAD, FACT, LEPOCO, The Micah Project, and her Church: 

St Andrews Episcopal Church of Bethlehem. In addition to being a champion for 

equality for women, the LGBT community, human rights, workers’ rights, and the 

environment, she was an avid gardener, herbalist and chef; and at one time, had 

served as an instructor at the Anna Rodale Gourmet Cooking Center.

 She is survived by sons Aaron Ramson White; Jeremy Booz White; daughter-

in-law Lisa J. White, grandson Silas W. White, step grandchildren Andy Griffith and 

Daniella Redden; and Jason Griffith,; sisters Frances Schrantz and Genevieve Goff, 

and numerous nieces and nephews. She is predeceased by brother Edward Dugan 

and sister Catherine Barrett. Memorial plans will be announced at a later date.”

 Did you note that Dixie was not just the President of the Lehigh Valley 

Dixie White (1943–2020)
Lehigh Valley LGBT Activist
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Picture this…1777, Brandywine Pennsylvania, just outside of 

Philadelphia. The American Continental Army of General George 

Washington (our heroes) are battling General Sir William Howe 

and his British troops (a.k.a the Redcoats). George and his 2000 soldiers are 

about to be surrounded. The Redcoats are about to cut off the only path 

to retreat…when a 20-something Polish soldier leading 30 crack American 

cavalrymen scouts a route to safety for the troops, fights off the opposition, 

and saves the father of our country from death or at least certain capture.

That 20-something Polish soldier fighting for George Washington’s army 

was… Kazimierz (aka Casimir) Pulaski. And wait until you hear his amazing  

story.

You’ve already heard of Kazimierz Pulaski. Think Pulaski Bridge in Philly. 

Pulaski Highway in Baltimore, Illinois’s state-wide holiday - Pulaski Day 

- aka March 2, or October 11 for the federal observance. Obama even 

posthumously made Pulaski an honorary American citizen (one of only 8 

historical citizenship grantings ever)…etc, etc. In other words, Pulaski is a 

major big deal in American’s Story, and has been considered the “Father of 

the American Cavalry” throughout military history.

Kazimierz Pulaski was born in Warsaw, Poland in 1745 to a “noble” family, 

the second son in a family of 7 sisters and 3 brothers. He went to a fancy boys 

school, but left fairly early on. He became a soldier at an young age and was 

soon an expert military horseman.

Poland had an “elected” king, but Russia strongly influenced the election 

and the people of Poland saw their King as a puppet of the Russian regime 

(sounds familiar, huh?). Soon a confederation of Polish freedom fighters 

who opposed tyranny, mustered an army for independence and Kazimierz 

Pulaski rapidly distinguished himself in a series of cavalry battles as a 

strong, capable, and fearless leader of the troops. The Polish people loved 

Pulaski and he became a folk hero in his own time, but the armies of the 

monarchy fortified by Russia’s troops and money, outnumbered the Polish 

revolutionaries and they lost. Pulaski had to hightail it out of there.

Unable to find an army to fight with in Europe, Pulaski met our man Ben 

Franklin in Paris in 1777, just as Ben was about to become Ambassador to 

France.

“Kazimierz! Independence is our mission in the American Colonies, how 

about joining our military there?”  asked Franklin.

“You had me at Independence, Ben!” replied Pulaski. (But he didn’t really 

say that because he couldn’t speak English very well).

Franklin nudged George Washington to sign Pulaski up ASAP, writing: 

“Count Pulaski of Poland, an officer famous throughout Europe for his 

bravery and conduct in defense of… his country…(is) renowned for the 

courage and bravery he displayed in defense of his country’s freedom."

Once on American soil, Pulaski passionately wrote to GW, “I came here, 

where freedom is being defended, to serve it, and to live or die for it.” And 

he did.

Washington bade Pulaski to join his troops in Philly, where Kazimierz P. 

immediately did some really cool, impressive horse-riding tricks and began 

to build and train the cavalry. When he pulled off the major “save the day” 

in Brandywine, George Washington successfully entreated the Continental 

Congress to make Pulaski a Brigadier General with the added honorific 

“Commander of the Horse.”

 After a series of brave battles with varying success over the next two years, 

Kazimierz asked to serve on the Southern front. Washington assigned him 

to troops fighting in South Carolina. But finally in Savanna Georgia, while 

trying to rally fleeing French troops who were supposed to be fighting for our 

side, Kazimierz Pulaski was fatally wounded by grapeshot and died at the age 

of 34 on Oct. 9th, 1779. You can actually see some of the grapeshot that killed 

him in two different museums, in Charleston, SC and Savannah, GA, if you 

are into that kind of thing.

Many historians believed that Pulaski was buried at sea, but he was actually 

buried in a grave in Savannah. After 74 years in 1853 the townspeople built 

a fancy Italian marble monument over the grave marker, commemorating 

Pulaski’s bravery and contributions to US history.

So this is the jaw-dropping part…Fast forward to 1996. After years of exposure 

the Pulaski monument needed major maintenance so it was disassembled 

and taken away to be restored. While it was out of the way, historians decided 

to exhume the metal container in a space below the monument, where 

Pulaski’s bones had been allegedly stored.

Charles Merbs, a forensic anthropologist at Arizona State University at the 

time, has explained that he examined the bones with forensic scientist Dr 

Karen Burns from the University of Georgia. After Dr. Burns had taken a 

careful look at them, Charles Merbs is quoted to have said that she told him 

to go down into the burial area and look carefully, and try to resist coming 

out screaming.

Merbs has indicated that he saw exactly what she meant. There was really no 

doubt that the bones were …wait for it….from a woman! The pelvis shape, 

the bone thickness, the shape of the chin and neck. It was clearly a woman’s 

body that had been buried there. As a result the general presumption in 1996 

was that under this very expensive monument the folks in 1853 had buried 

a totally wrong body of some woman, in Kazimierz Pulaski’s special resting 

place.

Many folks wanted to write this off as just “the bones of a slave women used to 

fill the grave in the absence of Pulaski’s real body.” But devotees of Pulaski and 

the Savanna monument, along with forensic anthropologists and scientists, 

wanted to figure out why these bones were there. They knew that the bones 

LGBTQ
Our Revolutionary War Hero^

by Liz Bradbury
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they did find had some characteristics they couldn’t reconcile with someone 

of African heritage. The bones had a sharp nasal sill and showed a failure of 

the two halves of the frontal bone to fuse. Both these characteristics are more 

common in European Caucasians than people of African decent. But more 

importantly the bones showed injuries in places where Pulaski the soldier, 

had been hurt. The bones evidenced a broken hand and an indentation in 

the cheek area. Pulaski had sustained injuries to these parts of his body in 

battle. AND, the exhumed bones also showed the kind of wear and trauma 

that comes from sustained  horseback riding.

So whose bones were these?

Fast forward another 20 years…when DNA technology has progressed. 

Scientists were able to find a direct descendent of one of Pulaski’s sisters. 

The DNA test comparing the bones under the monument to Pulaski’s grand-

niece, showed a 99% chance that they matched. That plus all the other 

indicators are conclusive. Theses bones, that seemed to be from a woman, 

are indeed General Kazimierz Pulaski.

Immediately the old boy network fueled by the traditions of gender binary 

desperation, clicked into place. Once historians were faced with the 

undeniable truth that a Revolutionary war hero had a biologically female 

body, straw-gabbing presumptions that he must have been at least partly 

biologically male ensued.

“He must have been Intersex and didn’t know it!” they insisted. “After all he 

had the physical characteristics of a man!”

Well, yes, Kazimierz Pulaski could have been Intersex and not known 

it. (Intersex, which is always biological, refers to a person born with 

reproductive or sexual anatomy that is atypical, and can mean a person has 

characteristics to some extent typically seen in 

both males and females.)

But then again I think we should consider…

He could have been a Transgender man who did 

understand that his body had the characteristics 

of a woman, but he knew himself to be a man, so 

he lived as a man.

OR shouldn’t we also consider… He could have 

been a woman who knew herself to be a woman, 

but pretended to be a man all her life because 

she wanted to be a swashbuckling horse-riding 

soldier fighting for liberty and freedom, and that 

wasn’t a path open to women in those days.

Here’s some facts and then you can decide for 

yourself:

Kazimierz never married. He had no children. He 

was stand-offish with the other soldiers, avoiding 

attachments and friendships.

He was really, really short! Estimates are from 

5’1” to 5’4” tops (Probably in his riding boots.) 

If you’re thinking — Well, folks were shorter 

in those days… George Washington was 6’2”, 

Thomas Jefferson was 6’ 2 1/2”, General Lafayette was 6’, (Lafayette College), 

General Peter Muhlenberg was also quite tall (Muhlenberg College), even 

Benedict Arnold was 5’ 9”. Pulaski, at 5’1” was a tiny little hero, which is 

frequently the lot of many a brave woman or Transman.

And how about this…Poland’s national religion is Catholicism. In the 1700s 

Catholic priests were often called to witness a birth and create the official 

birth certificate. Two independent researchers were able to find the 1745 

baptismal records of Kazimierz Pulaski’s birth. Then like most of the births 

today, sex and gender were assigned based on the visual presence of a penis 

or not.

In Kazimierz’s case the priest’s notation on the baptismal record said that the 

infant suffered from some “debility” (ob debilitatis causam). We know that 

Kazimierz was able to ride horses, fight battles, drill as a soldier. He could see, 

hear, and speak. So what was the “debility”? Apparently it was something the 

priest didn’t want to explain in writing. Was it a penis that looked different? 

Was it an enlarged clitoris that made sex assignment difficult? Did the fact 

that Kazimierz’s family already had seven girls pressure the parents and 

priest into assigning the male gender to the baby? Who knows?

Historians continue to insist that Kazimierz had male characteristics. But the 

only thing they cite is facial hair and male pattern baldness. So, how do they 

know he had that? It’s not like there was a photo of him — it was the 1700s. 

There are many paintings of him, but nearly all of them were done 50 to 100 

years or more, after his death. These posthumous portraits tend to look more 

and more masculine, and make him seem taller and taller. But if you look 

at the one engraving we know was done when he was alive in 1775, his tiny 

mustache and curvy hairline could have been either an interpretation of the 

artist, or a little highlighted face hair and a coiffure to replicate a masculine 

Kaz Pulaski engraving (1775) by James Hopwood from a painting by Oleszkiewicz — 
most likely depiction of how he may have really looked
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look. Hey, some women have stashes - it’s what tweezers are for. Some women tend toward hair loss, but cover it with 

styling.

Check out the shape of his lips in the engraving done in his actual life time! It’s like a Revlon ad!

What other male characteristics did he have? He was brave? He was a soldier? His horsemanship? That he commanded 

the troops? Sorry, these aren’t inherently male physical or even dispositional characteristics.

So: Intersex? Trans man? Woman in disguise? You decide.

We do know that General Kazimierz Pulaski lived all his life as a man. That is his most significant male characteristic. 

We also know that Pulaski was a Revolutionary War hero, and that he was part of our LGBTQI community. 

So add him to our proud heritage, and next time you drive over the Pulaski Bridge call out…Za nas! (To us!)

Chapter of NOW—she was the President of the Pennsylvania State Chapter! Dixie 

helped to lead the very first efforts to pass pro-LGBT civil rights laws in the Lehigh 

Valley. Way back in the second half of the 1970s, nearly 45 years ago, Dixie and 

other activists attended Allentown City Council meetings to lobby Council to 

consider a non-discrimination ordinance that would protect the rights of LGBT 

people. This was many years before any other city or town in Pennsylvania had 

any kind of LGBT non-discrimination law. In fact, there were probably only 2 

cities in the entire United States that had laws that protected LGBT people from 

discrimination. Allentown City Council absolutely refused to let Dixie or any other 

LGBTA activists speak at all. They were even banned from speaking during the 

“Courtesy of the Floor” part of the public meeting.

 In the 1970s it wasn’t just legal to fire people for being Gay, it was very likely 

that people even suspected of being Gay would be fired, denied housing, refused 

services, and even denied the custody of their own children. When Dixie and the 

other activists entered City Council Chamber - Council President Ernie Toth didn’t 

just deny them their right to speak, he stood and shouted out in a threatening 

voice - “I want the names and addresses of every one of those people!!!” with 

the clear intention of turning them in to the authorities and getting them into 

any kind of trouble he could. What did Dixie and the other activists do when 

Toth yelled at them? They marched to the front row of seats, in the front of the 

Councilmembers’ platform and in front of the Press reporters’ and photographers’ 

desks, and sat down with Xs of tape across their mouths in full view of every City 

Council member there. Dixie told me that also that evening the group of them 

erected a door in a doorframe on the sidewalk outside City Hall, and each one of 

them ceremoniously and publicly “came out of the closet”. They were colossally 

brave. A new wave of activists began again to work to get Allentown to pass such 

a law 20 years later in 1998, and Dixie was there, and when it finally passed into 

law in 2002, not only protecting people based on sexual orientation, but on gender 

identity as well (the first passage of gender identity anywhere in PA) Dixie was 

there! When Bethlehem finally passed its law in 2011, Dixie was there for that too. 

Today, LGBT rights activists won’t even try to push a law unless they already know 

they have the votes to pass it. But it takes a titan of an activist to stand up to people 

who don’t support you, when you know you not only won’t win, but you could 

lose everything. But you do it anyway to begin the momentum, and to energize a 

community. Dixie was such a titan. At about the same time in the 70s, Dixie worked 

to convene a state-wide organizational meeting of LGBT activists from across 

Pennsylvania. She reserved a large meeting space in the Americus Hotel. Dixie told 

me that just a few days before the event was to happen, someone showed a flyer 

about the convention to the manager of the hotel. When he saw that it was a Gay 

organization, he cancelled her reservation. Dixie didn’t give up, she was able to 

find a new place for the event just in time for the group to meet and held it any way.

 In very early 1980s Dixie White and other LGBT Community Activists 

worked to successfully establish the first LGBT Community Center in the Lehigh 

Valley. It opened in Allentown on Hamilton Street and housed LeHiHo (Lehigh 

Valley Homosexuals). As the 80s progressed and the AIDS epidemic loomed 

LeHiHo’s office, which by then had moved to Bethlehem, became the AIDS 

Services Center. I believe Dixie served as the first Director of AIDS Services 

Center. She was one of the long time leaders of “Integrity” — the LGBT Episcopal 

inclusion organization of the Lehigh Valley, and she sent me announcements of 

Integrity meetings that we featured in the Valley Gay Press Newspaper, for more 

than a dozen years. The photo of Dixie in this article was taken at a Freedom to 

Marry Rally in February, 2014. She’s representing the Integrity organization. 

 When I passed on the information that Dixie had died on my Facebook page 

many people posted really beautiful remembrances of her, and talked about other 

civil rights projects she successfully organized. There were so many. Hers was a life 

well lived. We were hoping that Dixie could take part in the Oral History Project, 

but we’ve missed out on her participation. However Dixie did keep papers, flyers, 

and print media that covered many years of her activism, and we hope they will 

go into the LGBT Archive Project the Center is working on with Muhlenberg 

College. Dixie’s family, including her wonderful niece Elizabeth Goff, has asked 

the community to make a donation to The Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community 

Center in Dixie’s memory. Donations will further the Center’s mission and provide 

a lasting tribute to Dixie White by dedicating part of the Center to her. It was 

something Dixie really wanted.

For more information and to make a donation online: 
Go to bradburysullivancenter.org/dixieduganwhite or to donate by mail; make 

checks out to Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community Center and indicate that they 

are for the Dixie White Memorial.

Mail to: Bradbury Sullivan LGBT Community Center, 522 West Maple Street at 

Bayard Rustin Way Allentown, PA 18101

Portrait of Pulaski 1888,
making him look more masculine

Dixie White (Cont. from p.1)
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LGBT people know something about how to survive a plague. We also know 
something about healthcare bias and healthcare discrimination. So our community 

is right to be concerned about the global COVID-19 pandemic. The LGBT Community 
has also always been our own healthcare advocates. We are a resilient community. 
Resiliency in the face of a viral pandemic requires risk awareness. That’s how we will 
stay safe.
It’s sad but unsurprising that most conversations about COVID-19 are ignoring the 
unique vulnerabilities and risk factors for the LGBT community. LGBT people are at 
particular risk for COVID-19 as a result of several factors. First, as a population, LGBT 
people use tobacco at rates that are 50% higher than the general population. COVID-19 
is a respiratory illness that has proven particularly harmful to smokers. Second, higher 
rates of HIV and cancer among LGBT individuals mean that a greater number of 
us may have compromised immunity, leaving us more vulnerable to a COVID-19 
infection. Finally, LGBT people experience health disparities and barriers to care. In 
Pennsylvania, for example, more than one in five LGBT people say they don’t have 
a healthcare provider they consider to be their personal doctor. And more than half 
of LGBT people and three quarters of trans people say they fear seeking healthcare 
because of negative past experiences due to our LGBT identities. 
All of this makes it clear that we need to be vigilant. We need to be vigilant about hand-

washing and not touching our face. We need to be 
vigilant about social distancing. We need to be vigilant 
about calling out healthcare discrimination. We need to be 
vigilant about quitting smoking. We need to be vigilant about 
checking in on each other. We need to be vigilant about combating disinformation.
Vigilance was a strength of the activists who fought back three decades ago to support 
people during the AIDS epidemic. And it’s the strength we need now to survive 
COVID-19.

Here are some resources that can help keep our community safe:

_Surviving a Plague

T rusted data is a roadmap to making smart decisions. In times of crisis, we 
recognize the importance of trustworthy information more than ever. For 

example, people who have good information buy the amount of groceries necessary to 
minimize trips to the supermarket, instead of panic-buying toilet paper in bulk. 

So what’s my point?

As luck would have it, in the midst of this pandemic there are two major campaigns 
going on to collect reliable data about community needs. Each of us is essential to the 
success of these campaigns. The more people who participate, the more powerful the 
data will be in guiding our community leaders in making smart decisions. And it’s 

critical that we capture the full range of voices that make up this community, so that 
this data will be truly representative of all of our needs. 

The first campaign is the 2020 Pennsylvania LGBTQ Needs Assessment. Once 
every two years, a coalition of LGBTQ organizations across the state collects survey 
responses about the health-related experiences of LGBTQ Pennsylvanians. The survey 
questions cover topics including access to healthcare, food and housing security, 
mental health, nutrition and exercise, substance use, sexual health, and experiences 
with discrimination. With this information, that coalition of +30 LGBTQ organizations 
develop programs to address the highest priority health needs in their communities. 
They also use this information to write compelling grants that fund those programs, so 
that they can be offered at no cost to the community. Lastly, this information will help 
advocates effectively pursue policy changes that will benefit the LGBTQ people’s access 
to affordable, culturally-responsive healthcare services. 

The more voices heard that are heard through this survey, the more power its outcomes 
will have to mobilize support for program development and policy change. I urge you 
to share your experiences at bit.ly/2020PANA_E. A Spanish language version is also 
available at bit.ly/2020PANA_S. Your responses are confidential, and your participation 
is deeply appreciated. In fact, you’ll be entered in a raffle to win a gift card when you’re 
finished!

The second campaign going on right now is the 2020 Census. Once every ten years, the 
US Census Bureau measures the number of people living in every community across 
the country. The Census collects information about the number of people living in 
each household, as well as details about their age, ethnicity, gender, and income level. 
The data collected is used to inform how much money each town and state is allocated 
for building roads, hospitals, and schools and how much funding is available for social 
programs like Medicaid and SNAP. The data also determines how many elected officials 
represent us in the state legislature and in the United States Congress. 

In the 2010 Census, it is estimated that 16 million people weren’t counted correctly. 

Those undercounted people were disproportionately those who experience oppression, 
who lack visibility. Being counted means being heard. It means having our needs met. 
That’s why the LGBT community cannot stand to be an undercounted population any 
longer. More than 1 in 5 LGBTQ households relies on Medicaid; we need to be counted 
to ensure the program is fully funded. Overall, for every resident not counted in the 
Census, a community loses more than $2,000 in federal funding for such essential 
programs and services. When residents are not counted, communities also stand to lose 
representation in the state legislature and Congress. We need fair representation so that 
our voices are heard in Harrisburg and in Washington, especially in times like these. 

Learn more about what the Census means for the queer community at www.
bradburysullivancenter.org/census. Then be sure to participate, whether it’s online, 
over the phone, or by mail. All of us need to be proud, be seen, and be counted.

Altogether, participating in the 2020 PA LGBTQ Needs Assessment and the 2020 
Census will take you less than a half hour. That’s time that we each need to invest right 
now. Don’t miss your chance to come together with this community and demand that 
our needs be recognized and responded to. We need reliable data now because there are 
big decisions being made now about how to best address the needs of our communities 
and our country in these difficult times. 

Share your voice. Help draw a roadmap to guide us forward. Together, we will build a 
safer, healthier future for us all. 

by Adrian Shanker

Be Proud, Be Seen, Be Counted.
by Katie Suppes

• Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community 
Center's "COVID-19 Resource Plan"
• NIH "Interim Guidance on 
COVID-19 for People Living with HIV/
AIDS" (March 20, 2020
• NYC Department of Health 
"Guidance on Sex and Coronavirus 

2019" (March 21, 2020)
• Transgender Legal Defense & 
Education Fund’s "Know Your Rights 
Guide During COVID-19"
• CA Dept. of Public Health's "Protect 
yourself from COVID-19: Stop 
Smoking and Vaping Now"



meeting a transgender
icon – right here in the

Lehigh Valley
by Corinne Goodwin

I first met Sandy Mesics about two years ago when she introduced herself to me after I spoke at a local event.  I think she asked me to lunch but as often 
happens at these things my adrenaline was pumping and I was focused on glad-handing as many people as I could within the allotted time.  I promptly 
forgot about her invitation.  Thankfully Sandy did not forget because I got a message from her a couple of weeks later inviting me to lunch.  That lunch 

date rocked my world.
     I learned that in the 1970’s, Sandy made history as an active member of the Transsexual Action Organization which was the first national advocacy group 
for transgender folk.  She reported on the activities of other leaders in the LGBTQ movement as a reporter and publisher.  She rubbed elbows with people like 
Christine Jorgensen, Elizabeth Coffey Williams, Divine, and Lee Brewster.  As an editor of Image magazine and other publications she (along with Virginia 
Prince) has been recognized as one of the first people to coin the term “transgenderist” – a term which was ultimately shortened to simply “transgender.”  
     In the 1980s she moved to Miami, Florida where - as the AIDS epidemic became a growing issue - she and her spouse created the St. Stephen’s AIDS 
ministry which provided housing and medical related support to AIDS victims.   While in Florida Sandy graduated from nursing school and ultimately earned 
a Master’s Degree in Nurse-Midwifery from the University of Miami.
     Subsequently she moved back to her hometown of Bethlehem, PA where she and her spouse, Sara, became one of the first same-gender couples to be married 
in the Commonwealth.  She ultimately became the Director of the St. Luke’s School of Nursing, became a member of the World Professional Organization for 
Transgender Health and, in her spare time, authored academic papers and continuing medical education programs focused on the care of transgender patients.
     There is so much more to say about Sandy Mesics.  She is an icon.  She is one of my personal heroes.  She is my friend.  And I am doubly thankful that she 
called me for that lunch date.

Let’s learn more about Sandy’s story in her own words—full and unedited.
Corinne: How would you describe yourself to others (e.g. Spouse, nurse, educator, astronomer)…?
Sandy: I would describe myself as all those things: I am a spouse to a wonderful woman for the past 29 years. I’ve been an amateur astronomer for about 58 
years, an educator and a nurse for 28 years, but I don’t feel particularly accomplished as any of them, so I would sum it up by saying that I’m a “Jill” of all trades, 
master of none. I describe myself to others as “Sandy,” and go from there.
Corinne: When did you first realize you saw yourself differently than others did?
Sandy: I realized that I should have been a girl by the time I was 4 years old, which is amazing, because I had no idea at the time about the anatomic differences 
between girls and boys. I just kept waiting for a magical transition to happen, and then I could be a girl. But as time ticked away, that didn’t happen, so I had 
to figure out how to make that happen.
When I was 5 or 6 years old, I had a girl friend who lived near me. I would disappear over to her house, where we would have tea parties and such - but then 
I had to go back home and be a boy again. As I grew up, I wasn’t really a girly boy: I liked baseball, basketball, and volleyball. I liked building things and I 
developed a lifelong passion for amateur astronomy. But I still knew that despite all that, I should have been a girl.
Corinne: Can you tell us a little about what life was like for you as a trans youth in Bethlehem in the 50’s and 60’s?

 when
    corinne
  met
      sally
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Sandy: To me, the Lehigh Valley was a rough and tumble place in the late 
1950s-early 1960s. The Steel was running 24/7, and at shift change, the streets 
of Bethlehem were jammed with steelworkers going home or going to work. 
I saw Bethlehem as an alpha male, he-man type of place. The drinks were 
boilermakers and people consumed a fair number of them. The restaurants 
were mostly greasy spoon luncheonettes. A lot of my peers graduated high 
school and went to work for the Steel. You spent your time off fixing cars, 
helping your buddies build houses, or if you were churchgoing, you spent time 
with your faith community.
     I was blessed with parents who loved me and wanted me to do better than 
they did. My mom was a domestic worker for a Steel executive, and later she 
was a candy packer for Just Born. My dad was a machinist for Bethlehem Steel. 
My mom had an elementary school education, and my dad had a high school 
education. They wanted my older brother and I to have a college education, 
and they instilled a sense of the value of hard work and education in us. They 
were observant Roman Catholics, and we attended church regularly, and we all 
helped out with Saturday night Bingo in the parish hall. I was relegated to the 
kitchen slicing onions and making hot dogs with the women. Hmmm, now that 
I think of it… that just felt right.
     I went to a Catholic parochial school on the South Side for 8 years, then a 
year at Northeast Middle School and then Liberty High School. Needless to 
say - even though I cross-dressed every opportunity I had to be alone - I never, 
ever told anyone about myself. Kids who were different had a hard time in high 
school: a couple of my friends were gay and they suffered a lot of verbal and 
some physical abuse because of it. I didn’t have the stomach for that, so I kept 
that part of myself hidden from all. Ironically, that didn’t keep me from being 
hit on by a couple of male teachers. 

I also kept it hidden from my mom. My dad died suddenly when I was 11 years 
old, and my mom never remarried. My older brother was away at college, and so 
it was just me, my mom, and my grandmother in the household. Occasionally 
I would cross-dress in front of my mom, but she would get upset and threaten 
to “take me to the doctor.” I knew at the time that could include such wonderful 
things as electroshock therapy or even institutionalization… No thanks! It was 
easier to keep it secret. I actually didn’t come out to my family until I had been 
on hormones for more than a year and began living full-time as Sandy. 
Corinne: What was it like when you left home?
Sandy: I left the Lehigh Valley when I graduated from Liberty in 1969, and 
I told myself I would never go back. I went to Penn State Main Campus for 
college, and after graduating, moved to Philadelphia to transition.
Keep in mind, that when I started to present as my chosen gender, walking 
out my front door made me an outlaw. I don’t say that lightly: there were laws 
against crossdressing in public, and if you were accosted by a police officer, the 
outcome was not likely to be a positive one. 
I was pulled over driving in Philly and suffered some nasty verbal humiliation 
before I was sent on my way. Thankfully, I wasn’t arrested: that’s how it was 
then… you felt good about an outcome because it only made you feel worthless, 
but at least you weren’t in jail. A lot of us had “carry letters” from our doctors 
saying we were transsexuals under treatment, but those did not carry any legal 
weight.
Corinne: You began your medical transition in the 70’s – what was that like?  
How did you find medical care?

Sandy speaking at the 2011 Nurse Excellence Awards

Sandy in 1975, four months into transition
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Sandy: Navigating the way to find medical care in the 1970s was challenging, in 
those pre-internet days. My story went something like this: When I was 15 years 
old, Christine Jorgensen published her biography and I bought a paperback 
copy of her book. Incidentally, I met Miss Jorgensen a few years later, but that’s 
another story. I was careful about keeping this book hidden from my family 
because I was afraid it would raise too many questions. She was considered 
to be very controversial. In her book she mentioned being cared for by Dr. 
Harry Benjamin, and that he had published a book called “The Transsexual 
Phenomenon.” I got a copy of that book as well and read it cover to cover many 
times over. The book mentioned the Erickson Educational Foundation as a 
resource for those people seeking care.
     I really didn’t act on any of this information for a while. I was still trying to 
figure out whether I was a crossdresser or a transsexual or whatever. But by the 
time I was a junior at Penn State at age 19 my dysphoria was really interfering 
with my ability to concentrate. I spent a fair 
amount of time in the stacks of Patee Library 
reading everything I could get my hands on 
regarding trans care.
     I wrote to the Erickson Foundation during 
my senior year at PSU. They responded with 
some pamphlets and a letter with a list of 
three providers in Pennsylvania. Yes, three. 
As I recall, one was in Pittsburgh and two 
were in Philadelphia, but it could have been 
the other way around. I basically picked 
one that was in Philadelphia, because I was 
familiar with the city, and although it was 
about 180 miles from PSU, it was only about 
60 miles from Bethlehem.
His name was Dr. Jack Karlin. He’s now 
deceased. He was a D.O. and had a family 
medicine practice in a rather rundown 
area of South Philadelphia. There were 
no appointments: you showed up during 
office hours, gave your name to the nurse/
receptionist (who happened to be his wife), 
and you sat in the waiting room until you 
were called. I believe the office visit was about $5, and of course there was no 
insurance in those days.
     He had started treating trans patients because one of his neighborhood 
patients came to him asking for hormones. I believe this was probably the 
famous Rachel Harlow, but that is just speculation. Anyway, I found him very 
sincere: he asked me about my motivation for wanting hormones, what I 
expected from treatment, etc. At this time, I was 20 years old, and probably one 
of the younger patients he ever treated with hormones. When I told him that 
I drove down from Penn State to see him, he was amazed, and could tell that 
I was serious.
     So, after that “informed consent” consult, he did a quick exam: heart, lungs, 
blood pressure, height, weight, chest waist and hip circumference. I got my 
first injection of estradiol and hydroprogesterone. He also gave me a script 
for Enovid and diethylstilbestrol, and I was on my way back to Penn State. 
Needless to say, I was euphoric. By the way, there were no labs done in those 
days, and no testosterone blockers. Just massive amounts of estrogen to the 
point where the weight of a shirt on my breasts was painful. Good times, right?
     I moved to Philly after I graduated so that I could transition in an anonymous 

way in a large city. Dr. Karlin became my primary care doc and treated me for 
anything and everything in addition to my hormones. He was one of the most 
caring docs I had ever met. I remember calling his office on a Friday because 
I was sick but wouldn’t be able to get to his office until 20-30 minutes after 
closing. He just said to come and knock on the door, which I did, and he stayed 
around to see me before he went home.
     Ironically, years later after I had left Philly, I heard he was in trouble with the 
IRS because he didn’t pay his taxes, and was in trouble because of inappropriate 
prescribing of dilaudid, a controlled substance. There was a newspaper article 
that wrote that when he was being booked for the drug charge, he performed 
CPR on a patrolman who suffered a cardiac arrest during the booking. Karlin 
kept the officer alive, but he subsequently died in the hospital. Karlin got a plea 
deal because of that action. But I digress…
Corinne: In the 70s and early 80s you were a real voice for gender-diverse 

people as the publisher of magazines and 
books.  How did that come about?  What 
were the names of some of them?
Sandy: Through a trans publication in 1973 
I started corresponding with a crossdresser 
in Philadelphia. We had similar tastes in arts 
and music, and when I would go to Philly 
for doctor’s visits, we would get together. We 
became pretty good friends and I shared an 
idea that I had for a magazine for transwomen. 
I envisioned it as a blend of Cosmopolitan 
and Playboy. It would have book, music, and 
movie reviews, self-help articles, news items, 
fiction, and a nude pictorial. We formed 
a company that we called Third World 
Communications, because we thought the 
trans population was a kind of third world: 
not gay, not straight, but something else. 
Also, we had very little money between us, so 
we operated the business like a third world 
country.
     The magazine was Image. We published 
quarterly, and it was pretty crude. I typed 

camera-ready copy on a small typewriter, did most of the artwork, and all of 
the writing, and most of the photography. My business partner was in charge 
of sales and distribution. We did a press run of about 1K copies, which were 
collated, folded, and stapled in my apartment to save money. Each issue retailed 
for $2. 
     It never made money. I was working a variety of jobs to keep afloat: making 
sandwiches and hoagies in a Philly cheese shop/restaurant (BTW, we were 
voted the best hoagie by Philadelphia Magazine), I also worked for a street 
fruit and vegetable vendor, and as a clerk in a hardware store. I managed to 
stay afloat. But we sent out lots of issues of the magazine to other publications 
and early trans organizations, and the networking began to pay off. One of the 
responses I got was from Sussie Collins, who was launching a group called 
UTTS (United Transvestite and Transsexual Society). Sussie was working for 
Neptune Productions, a small firm that published Female Impersonator and 
various other trans publications. Sussie invited me to one of UTTS’s monthly 
parties in Point Pleasant NJ, and wanted me to meet Jack O’Brien, the owner of 
Neptune, to discuss a business arrangement.
     Well, Jack was a very talented cartoonist who regularly sold his work to major 
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magazines such as Playboy. He also produced Sad Sack, a cartoon that was later 
ripped off by Beetle Bailey. He had branched off into the adult book business 
and was doing pretty well. Jack was very drunk when we met, but I instantly 
liked him. He offered me his production facilities, in return for helping him 
produce some of his material, so we struck a deal.
     His office was initially in his basement, but we moved around from time to 
time. It was a 70-mile drive from Philly, so I went to the office some days and 
worked from home some days. I did photography, darkroom work, a little bit of 
typesetting, and a lot of writing. A LOT of writing. Jack would hand me a stack 
of about a dozen photos or illustrations and tell me he needed a 40-page story 
about the material. I usually turned them around in about 2 days. He would 
send me out on photo shoots, and to cover events like drag balls and shows.
     Before long, Sussie Collins left to do her own thing, and I wound up working 
for Neptune full-time. I became the face of the various publications. And there 
were a lot of them, each with their own little niche: Female Impersonator 
Magazine, Drag Queens, Drag Scene, TV 
Times, TV Swingers, Shemale and more 
that I can’t even remember. I shudder at 
the politically incorrect names of these 
publications: it was a different time, and let’s 
face it, our distribution was largely through 
adult bookstores. There were also the little 
library books, but most fun of all was FI 
News, which was a tabloid newspaper. I 
managed to continue Image for about 6 
issues before I gave it up. 
     I wrote constantly, traveled all over the 
East Coast to cover drag shows, drag balls, 
and events like the first Fantasia Fair, and 
Lee Brewster’s Mardi Gras trips. I tried to 
promote all of these fledgling efforts and 
cover them fairly. I wrote self-help columns 
and referred trans folk to resources they 
needed. I spent almost four hours a day 
answering mail, giving encouragement and 
advice, and trying to expand coverage of 
our publications. 
     I met some of the most fascinating 
individuals in the early trans movement: 
Christine Jorgensen, Elizabeth Coffey Williams, Divine, John Waters, Holly 
Woodlawn, Garrett Oppenheim, Lee Brewster and Bebe Scaprie of Queens 
Liberation Front, Tommi Avicoli of RadicalQueens, Angela Douglas of the 
Transsexual Action Organization, Ariadne Kane, founder of Fantasia Fair, and 
Kenny Kerr, who rose from doing drag shows in Atlantic City to a longstanding 
drag show at the Silver Slipper in Las Vegas.
Corinne: In the 1980’s you began to pull back from being so active in the 
Trans Community.  Why was that and what did you end up doing?
Sandy: I completed my medical transition in 1976. I even wrote about my 
experience in FI News. By that time, there were a lot of things I was trying 
to balance. Number one, I was getting completely burned out by being a 
“professional transsexual.” I felt that I didn’t have anything new or unique to 
add to what I already wrote. Number two, even though I was pretty well-known 
in the trans community at that time, that did not translate into much money. 
Neptune Productions paid me fairly, but not all that well. I wasn’t homeless, but 

all I could afford was a pretty gross basement studio apartment in Center City 
Philly with hot and cold running roaches, and drunks sleeping and urinating 
in my hallway. I wanted a better life. I also wanted to spread my wings in the 
“bigger world” where I could just be another woman.
     I started driving a Yellow Cab in the evenings and worked as a substitute 
teacher in the Philly school system during the day and continued working for 
Neptune on a limited basis on weekends. Eventually, I was able to use some 
of the graphic arts skills that I learned to land a job with W.B. Saunders, the 
medical publishing company in Philadelphia. I gradually drifted away from the 
trans community and slid into nearly 40 years of “stealth” living.
Eventually, I got a job offer in Miami, and moved there in 1982. I spent almost 
20 years there. But I continued to write from time-to-time for Empathy Press 
in Seattle (under pen names), for The Transsexual Voice, and even for Nugget 
magazine. But the difference was that I wrote when I felt like I had something 
to say, rather than writing to fill a page in a publication that was on deadline.

     My full-time job was as a supervisor 
in a typography shop. In those days, 
advertising agencies would send rough 
layouts and advertising copy to us, 
and we would set the type, insert the 
screened photos, and paste the whole 
thing up for a finished ad. And we 
would do this for multiple agencies and 
turn this stuff around overnight. It was 
insane: I supervised the evening crew, 
and being Miami in the 1980s, I had 
employees call out because they were in 
jail, or when they came in, it was with 
six packs of beer and plenty of cocaine 
to fuel them for the evening. It was the 
Wild, Wild, West… in South Florida.
Corinne: So, what made you change 
directions and go into medicine?
Sandy: My spouse and I were part of a 
pretty large and vibrant gay community 
in Miami. In the late 1980s and early 
1990s, some of our male friends were 
getting very ill, very quickly with what 
soon became the AIDS epidemic. 

Meanwhile, with the availability of personal computers and desktop publishing 
programs the end was in sight for many of the graphic arts jobs like mine. It 
was time to make a change.
     I wanted to do something meaningful that would help the gay community 
during this crisis. My spouse and I started an AIDS outreach ministry at St. 
Stephens’ Episcopal Church in Coconut Grove. We recruited volunteers, gay 
and straight, and raised thousands of dollars that was given in direct aid to 
individuals and families affected by AIDS: everything from clothing, food, 
housing, and support for transportation and medical care. The group is still 
in existence more than 30 years later. I am so proud of my spouse for getting 
this started.
     My spouse is a registered nurse and a certified nurse-midwife. I asked her 
for advice on whether I had what it would take to become an RN. With her 
support and encouragement, I went back to school and did an accelerated BSN 
program. In about a year and a half, I became and RN, and started working in a 

Sandy at Mauna Kea Observatories, 2015
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labor and delivery unit at Mount Sinai Medical Center in Miami Beach. While 
I went into nursing in response to the AIDS epidemic, ironically, I took care of 
very few AIDS patients. But I loved nursing.
     I went back to school and got my master’s degree at University of Miami and 
became a Certified Nurse-Midwife. I can’t prove it, but I suspect that I was the 
first trans person to become a nurse-midwife. I joined a very busy OB-GYN 
practice on Miami Beach. It was the hardest I ever worked in my life: every day 
was a challenge.
Corinne: Ultimately, you came back to the Lehigh Valley and became 
involved in teaching nursing students.  During that time, I know you became 
involved in continuing education programs around trans healthcare – can 
you give us a synopsis?
Sandy: I learned to never say “I’m never going to…” because I inevitably end 
up doing it. I said that I would never move back to the Lehigh Valley, but I did. 
My mom was elderly, living by herself, and starting to fail. She needed help, so 
my spouse and I picked up and moved back to my home to help care for her. 
It was a leap of faith that things would work out, but they did. My mom lived 
for two years after I returned, and they were 
the best two years she and I had together. 
Sara and I were at her bedside, holding her 
hand when she passed. It was a gift.
     I was hired by St. Luke’s to teach 
maternal-newborn nursing at their School 
of Nursing, and I also picked up some 
time as a provider in the women’s health 
clinic in Bethlehem. After a few years, the 
Director position opened-up and I spent 
15 years as Director of the oldest nursing 
school in the U.S. It was a privilege to serve 
in that capacity. I always loved working 
with students from my first days as a nurse. 
Teaching students has been the greatest joy 
in my professional nursing career.
     I started reconnecting with my trans 
roots and wrote a continuing education 
course on “Clinical Care of the Transgender 
Patient.” That evolved into some speaking 
engagements, and educating nursing 
students, medical residents, and physicians. I was delighted and honored to be 
asked to present two videos on hormone therapy for trans individuals for the 
Eastern PA Trans Equity Project. 
Corinne: What are you working on now?
Sandy: According to Erikson’s Stages of Development, at my present age I’m 
tasked with generativity vs. stagnation and integrity vs. despair. I recently 
stepped down as Director of St. Luke’s School of Nursing, because I thought 
it was time for some new energy in that position. I proposed a new part-
time position as St. Luke’s University Heath Care Network’s first Manager of 
Diversity and Inclusion, and I’m happy to say that administration saw the merit 
in that proposal. So right now, I have quite a bit of work to do to establish this 
position and begin some good initiatives. Stay tuned!
     I was also honored to be elected as the Secretary of the Eastern PA Trans 
Equity Project’s (EPTEP) Board of Directors. I can’t think of a better cause 
to support right now. This group is going to do some great stuff, and I am so 
happy to be a part of the wonderful work they are starting to do for the trans* 
community.

     I’m continuing to serve on the Board of the Lehigh Valley Amateur 
Astronomical Society (LVAAS). This is one of the premier amateur astronomy 
groups in the United States, with fantastic facilities, and outstanding outreach 
to the public since 1957. I also write a monthly column for their newsletter.
     I’ve recently submitted a chapter for a book that Jude Patton (a pioneering 
trans masculine advocate and health worker) is working on, and hopefully that 
book will go to print this year. I hope to continue doing some teaching and 
more writing.
     I have a bucket list of a lot of stuff I still want to do including travel, getting a 
ham radio license, starting a website and blogging, building an observatory in 
my backyard, and building a couple more telescopes. You know, you can never 
have too many!
Corinne: You recently earned an honorary Doctorate in honor of your 
amazing life and your contributions.  What was that experience like?
Sandy: That experience was totally surreal. When I was notified of this via a 
letter from the University of the Sciences in Philadelphia, I assumed it was a 
scam, or at best a scheme to get me to make a donation. But it was the real deal. 

I worked with a faculty member there to 
speak at LVAAS, and we had some nice 
cordial conversations. It turns out that he 
did some pretty deep research on me and 
nominated me for this honor.  
Corinne: If you could share one or two 
nuggets of wisdom for young trans folk 
what would they be?
Sandy: I would say to a young trans person 
that You have been dealt a curve. Whether 
it is because of chromosomes, brain 
morphology, or intrauterine hormone 
exposure, it has made you unique. Not 
better, not worse, but different. And it has 
never been easy being “different.”
     But like Mr. Rogers said, “Look for the 
helpers. There are always helpers.” So, look 
for the helpers. The people in your life who 
accept you for who you are. Those who are 
willing to help you or at least not stand in 
your way. There are caring, compassionate 

people out there. Find them and make them your friends. Stay clear of those 
who would bully you, belittle you, or make you feel bad about yourself. Hold 
your head up, keep your goal in mind, and keep moving forward.
     But most importantly, BE the helper as well. Someone else will inevitably 
need your help. You need to pay it forward. Be the compassionate friend, the 
listening ear, the shoulder to cry on. The person who builds up a broken friend. 
You will get so much more than you give.
     The other thing I have come to understand is that transition is never really 
over. In an article I wrote in 1976 about my GRS, I said “(medical transition) 
is only another step in my personal development. I say another step, and not a 
final step, because as a healthy human being, a person is always growing and 
changing.” Forty-four years later, I am still growing and changing, and I hope 
to continue to do so.

Editor’s note:  If you would like to learn more about Sandy’s story, the New York 
City Trans Oral History Project has archived an extensive interview with her. To 
listen, visit oralhistory.nypl.org/interviews/sandra-mesics-ipiksh 
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Everyone experiences sex differently. 
Some men are kinky, some men less 

so. Some men enjoy having sex with lots 
of men and others don’t. Some men feel 
comfortable with going to a bathhouse to 
have sex and some men would rather have 
sex in their own bed. Everyone is different. 
And men find themselves faced with all 
kinds of situations when they’re dating, 
hooking up or cruising.

Whether you’re picking someone up at the 
bar, chatting with him or her on an app, or 
reaching out to someone you’ve known, 
every sexual encounter is different. What’s 
your approach? There are ways to check 
in with yourself before you have sex, like 
thinking about what you want to do or don’t 
want to do. Drugs, alcohol and different 
environments might cause you to stray from 
your plan or make decisions that don’t line 
up with the sex you were expecting. But 
by checking in with yourself throughout 
the sexual encounter, you might be better 
prepared to respond to any other situations 
that come up in the moment, even if your 
desires or expectations change throughout 
the encounter.

Everything we do involves a calculation of 
possibilities or risks and sex is no different. 
You might want to do something or end up 
doing something, even though you know 
that STI or HIV transmission could occur. 
For some men, the idea of getting an STI or 
taking a chance on HIV is really scary. For 
others, they’re willing to take risks to have a 
certain kind of sex, risks in order to achieve 
sexual gratification based on their own 
personal preferences. Thinking about the 
sex that you want and what are you doing 
or willing to do to reduce your chances of 

HIV and STIs will impact the sex you have.

Many fantasize about the kind of sex they 
want but are afraid of pursuing it because 
of the risk of STI and HIV transmission. 
But what happens when you find yourself 
in situations where the risk is similar to the 
fantasy and the sex isn’t as good. The risk 
is present in all sexual encounters, so why 
not be prepared to handle any situation that 
may occur. 

There are some strategies you can use to 
protect yourself, like using condoms, taking 
your own treatment or being on PrEP. 
Other strategies, like another person’s HIV 
status, his viral load, or his PrEP routine, 
are under his control. Even though you may 
trust others, think about whether you feel 
comfortable allowing the strategies that 
someone else controls to be the ones that 
you’re using.

Because of all these differences, we’ve got to 
look out for each other and make sure we 
respect each person’s individual experience. 
We now know that our mental health is very 
important when it comes to staying healthy 
and fighting HIV and other STIs. The way 
we treat each other affects how we feel 
about ourselves and whether we’re making 
the decisions that are best for us. Being 
able to trust each other means everybody is 
better informed about what makes for good 
sex, healthy decisions and a general feeling 
of respect and support.

So, what does all this stuff about sexual 
health have to do with you and your next 
hookup? If you’re having sex, or you’re 
planning on it, knowing the status of your 
sexual health can help you make better 
decisions, have better sex and give you 
peace of mind.

Getting an HIV test means knowing your 
status as best as you can, which is important 
for your health and the health of your 
sexual partners.  It’s also important to get 
tested for STIs, which can also impact your 
health and the health of your partners. 
There are many things men can do to take 
care of their health when it comes to sex 
and reducing the chance of HIV and STI 
transmission. Strategies like PrEP, condoms, 
and undetectable viral load work well in 
reducing HIV transmission, especially 
when you use a few or all of them at the 
same time. Thinking through these options 
may give you a clearer understanding about 
whether the sex you’re having is truly the 
sex you want.

Dealing with all of this doesn’t have to be 
something you do on your own. There’s help 
out there. NovusACS (Novus Adult Care 
Services) provides a safe space for gay men 
to receive sexual health. They specialize 
in PrEP, HIV & Hepatitis C care and offer 
free STI and HIV testing to everyone. 
They can also be very helpful at providing 
referrals to a variety of community support 
services. Every thing from mental health 
and substance abuse to housing and 
income support. Visit NovusACS.com to 
find a local office near you or consider their 
online telemedicine programs to receive 
PrEP or HIV Care.

Taking charge of your health can mean 
taking some time to check in with yourself, 
talk to friends, and even seek professional 
help. Most importantly, think through the 
options and the sex you want so you can 
stay safe, healthy and have great sex.

Learn more at novusacs.com.

by Benny Vukaj

Have You Ever Thought
About The Sex You Want?_ _
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Jason Lloyd's

Cherry BombCherry Bomb
“who doesn’t love a twink licking cherries?”12



linktr.ee/jasonlloydart
patreon.com/jasonlloydart

Stephen Libby: Where did you grow up? When did you know you were gay? 
what was the response from family and friends?
Jason Lloyd: I was born in Doylestown and grew up in Upper Black Eddy 
(About 30 minutes from New Hope, PA.) We moved to Coopersburg when was 
12 and I’ve been in the Lehigh Valley area ever since. 
I knew I was gay in high school but because I was bullied, I was scared to come 
out. I didn’t actually come out until I was 20. Everyone important in my life has 
always been very accepting of my life style. I’m fortunate to have a great support 
system. My mom has been awesome with it all. 
SL: What/who inspires you?
JL: A lot of my inspiration comes from my Instagram followers. Their support 
is wonderful. They commission pieces, or order merchandise. I receive photos 
weekly of guys wearing my t-shirts. I’m inspired by the people around me and 
I honestly believe anyone would make a great art subject. I’m driven by my 
audience’s reaction. As an illustrator, you want that “wow” factor. If at least one 
person enjoys my art I know I’ve done my job.  
SL: What artists do you enjoy?
JL: Andy Warhol is a big influence for me. I love how he turned everyday objects 

and used our obsession 
with celebrities to make 
art. He changed the art 
world forever and he led 

the way for all other pop artists. His artistic expression is one I truly admire. 
His pieces still are relevant today and you can see his influence in other people’s 
work. 
SL: Do you create your art for yourself or for others?
JL: Most of my art pieces are either paid commissions, used for self promotion, 
or created to put on merchandise. 90% of all commissions come from Instagram. 
My goal has always been to make art accessible to everyone. I’m lucky, during 
this difficult time I’ve received a lot of orders from followers. They want to help 
support the arts.  

Jason's Favorites
Favorite Golden Girl? Rose. It’s Betty White! How can you not love Betty 
White!?
Favorite cocktail? I love a good Dirty Martini.
Favorite comfort food? Pasta. Anything pasta. Spaghetti is one of my 
favorite meals
Favorite song? Sarah Bareilles, Gravity. I have to listen to it all the way thru 
every time it plays on my iPhone. 
Favorite film? Mean Girls. It still makes me laugh no matter how many 
times I’ve seen it!
Hobbies? I turned my previous hobby into a career and I draw practically 
every day. I love it. I binge shows and watch movies as a way to relax and 

unwind now. 
Favorite Vacation Destination? Rehoboth Beach was always a 
favorite. 
One thing people don’t know about me... I’m a huge nerd. I love 
cartoons, especially 80’s and 90’s cartoons. Those are the ones I 
grew up with. I still stream some of them now. 

@jasonlloydart

Jason likes to create work that is either controversial, humorous, or sexy. Sometimes his work 
contains all three. He loves texture and color. Jason uses word play in his illustrations, whether it’s 
the title of the piece or words in the actual piece. Everything tells a story. 

Mountain Man (left) was actually a commission. He’s 
one of my Instagram followers. His name is Kevin, he’s a 
cute rugby player. 

This piece (p. 12) is called Cherry Bomb. I figured 
Cherry Bomb would appeal to my audience. It’s sexy, and 
whimsical. It was originally created to promote my work 
and its used as an icon on my Patreon page.
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100 YEARS
Tom of Finland is the artist name of Finnish Touko Laaksonen (1920, 

Kaarina – 1991, Helsinki). He signed his erotic work “Tom”, and when 
his drawings were first published in 1957, the now world-famous “Tom 
of Finland” was born. “Touko Laaksonen” was kept for family and 

colleagues; both friends and fans have always simply called him “Tom”.
Tom of Finland’s given name was Touko – because he was born on 8th May 1920, on 
the southwest coast of Finland, and May in Finnish is “Toukokuu”.
Touko’s homeland had been independent for just three years when he was born, and 
outside its few cities the country was still rough and wild. The men who worked in 
the fields and woods, the farmers and loggers, were true frontiersmen, every bit as 
rough and wild as the countryside. Touko grew up among those men but was not 
a part of their world. Both his parents were schoolteachers, and they raised Touko 
indoors in an atmosphere of art, literature and music. Obviously talented, by the 
time he was five he was playing the piano and drawing comic strips. He loved art, 
literature and music.
But he loved those outdoorsmen even more. At that same age of five, Touko began 
to spy on a neighbour, a muscular, stomping farmboy whose name, “Urho”, means 
“hero”. Urho was the first in a long line of heroes to hold 
Tom’s attention while he memorized every flex of their 
lean muscles, every humorous twist of their full lips.
In 1939, Touko began correspondence courses at a 
school of marketing and advertising. He was inducted 
in the spring of 1940 and served first in an antiaircraft 
unit in Helsinki. His fascination expanded to include 
the sexy city types he found in that cosmopolitan port – 
construction workers, sailors, policemen – but he never 
dared proposition them. When Stalin invaded Finland 
and Tom was wearing a lieutenant’s uniform, he found 
nirvana in the blackouts of World War II. At last, in the 
streets of the pitch-black city, he began to have the sex 
he had dreamed of with the uniformed men he lusted 
after, especially once the German soldiers had arrived in their irresistible jackboots. 
After the war, Touko studied music at the famed Sibelius Academy. Peace put an end 
to blackout sex and uniforms became rare again, so Touko returned to his teenage 
practice of locking himself in his room, stripping naked, and stroking himself with 
one hand while the other hand created on paper what he could seldom find on the 
streets.
By day, he did freelance artwork – advertising, window displays, fashion design. In 
the evenings, he played the piano at parties and cafes, becoming a popular member of 
Helsinki’s post-war bohemian set. He avoided the fledgling gay scene, because what 
were then called “artistic” bars were dominated by the flamboyant effeminacy typical 
of the time. He traveled frequently, becoming very familiar with the gay cruising 
areas found in every major city. Still, in 1953, when he met Veli, the man with whom 
he would live for the next 28 years, it was on a street corner a few blocks from home.
At the end of 1956, at the urging of a friend, Touko sent his secret artwork to a 
popular American muscle magazine, but, being cautious in those paranoid times, 

and anyway thinking that “Touko Laaksonen” was too tough a name for American 
tongues, he had signed them,”Tom”. The editor loved them. The cover of the Spring 
1957 issue of Physique Pictorial features a laughing lumberjack, drawn by “Tom of 
Finland”. It was a sensation. Touko became Tom of Finland. The rest is history.
The demand for what Tom always called his “dirty drawings” grew quickly, but 
neither erotic art nor homosexual art paid very well in the Fifties. He soon stopped 
playing the piano in order to devote the time to his drawing, but it would be 1973 
before Tom of Finland was making enough money for Touko Laaksonen to be able 
to quit his daytime job in advertising. Once he could devote his efforts full-time to 
his erotic drawing, Tom combined photorealistic attention to detail with his wildest 
sexual fantasies to produce a body of work that, for sheer homoerotism, will probably 
never be surpassed.
1976 was the year of Tom’s first art exhibition, in Hamburg, Germany, but that 
experience was so negative (all but one of the drawings were stolen) that it would 
be 1978 before he would agree to another exhibit, in Los Angeles, for which he 
made his first trip to America. Over the next couple of years, a series of exhibitions 
in Los Angeles, San Francisco, and New York, with trips to America for each one, 

turned the shy Helsinki artist into an international gay 
celebrity with friends the like of Etienne and Robert 
Mapplethorpe. The business end of his career was taken 
up by a Canadian American, Durk Dehner, and under 
his capable management Tom at last had financial 
security. In 1981, Tom’s lover, Veli, died of throat cancer; 
at the same time, the AIDS epidemic began to hit hard 
the very cities and circles of friends he had so recently 
come to love in America. Still, throughout the Eighties, 
the trips to America continued to increase until Tom 
was spending six months in L.A. with Durk Dehner for 
every six he spent back in Helsinki. After emphysema 
was diagnosed in 1988, Tom was forced to curtail his 
beloved traveling but continued to draw.

When the disease, and the medication, made his hand tremble too much for him to 
execute the finely detailed work for which he had become famous, Tom switched 
back to a childhood favourite, pastel, executing a richly coloured series of nudes in 
that medium almost up until his death from an emphysema-induced stroke on 7 
November 1991. In spite of his own affectionate term, Tom’s work must be considered 
more than just “dirty drawings”, and given some of the credit for the change in the gay 
world’s self-image. When Tom’s work was first published, homosexuals thought they 
had to be imitation women, and spent their lives hiding in the shadows. Thirty-five 
years later, gays were much more likely to be hard-bodied sun-lovers in boots and 
leather, masculinity personified. Tom’s influence in that direction was no accidental 
byproduct of his art. From the beginning, he consciously strove to instill in his work 
a positive, up-beat openness. When asked if he was not a little embarrassed that all 
his art showed men having sex, he disagreed emphatically: “I work very hard to 
make sure that the men I draw having sex are proud men having happy sex!”

— Valentine Hooven II

This short biography is taken from the Benedikt Taschen Verlag GmbH monograph, Tom of Finland published in 1992. ISBN 3-8228-9342-0Hooven is the author of the full-length 

biography, Tom of Finland Life and Work of a Gay Hero, published by Bruno Gmnder Verlag GmbH in 2012 (source for biographical photographs). ISBN 978-3-86787-166-2

"
"

Tom of Finland Celebrates

They could be 
ordered by mail, 

on demand. 
It used to be 

like the covert 
Internet.
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Who we are
In 1984, the nonprofit Tom of Finland Foundation (ToFF) was established by 
Durk Dehner and his friend Tom. As Tom had established worldwide recognition 
as the master of homoerotic art, the Foundation’s original purpose was to preserve 
his vast catalog of work. Several years later the scope was widened to offer a safe 
haven for all erotic art in response to rampant discrimination against art that 
portrayed sexual behavior or generated a sexual response. Today ToFF continues 
in its efforts of educating the public as to the cultural merits of erotic art and in 
promoting healthier, more tolerant attitudes about sexuality.

What you can do to help
Continued support from individuals such as you is crucial to the Foundation’s 
survival and continued growth. Visible community support will greatly aid our 
volunteers in attracting corporate contributions and successfully applying for 
grants. Every dollar contributed and new membership will ensure the future 
protection of your right to view whatever art you choose.
Donations of all sizes are always welcome, including networking with your friends 
and business contacts to encourage further support. Donations can be earmarked 
for specific purposes, such as our Marcello Lupetti Artist Fund. https://www.
tomoffinland.org/about-the-foundation/
– Durk Dehner, President ToFF

“For the first time ever, I, or anyone who has worked with his photos, am very 
happy and proud to have found a new angle, a new way of looking at him and his 
art,” said curator Berndt Arell, the show’s curator.
The exhibition has a total of 130 photographs, mostly of his own. “This is the first 
time in the world. A new way to look at Touko Laaksonen, who is Tom of Finland.”
The Finnish artist Tom of Finland was born Touko Laaksonen 100 years ago. 
“Such photographs were not legal in Finland at the time,” Arell explained.
“He had to build a studio and a darkroom for himself, in his apartment. He was 
always afraid that the police would search for him in the apartment. When he was 
not drawing, he always hid everything. In everyday life, he always felt the threat.”
He added that the artist destroyed most of the photos so his friends and partners 
would not be put at risk.
“He was talented with light, with good shadows and interesting depth as if they 

were three-dimensional. He was a very talented visual artist,” Arell said.
There are also 15 original drawings on display. “You can compare what happened 
when there was a model in the studio who he photographed and then drew. What 
he took away and what she added. Of course he added a lot.”
According to Arell, Tom set a positive example for gays at that time. His pictures 
are always very positive, happy and proud. And they play. It’s funny, like a big boys 
playground. ”
He admitted that there were not many positive role models at the time. “There 
were others, but not many.”
Arelli said that much of his material was published, even when it was 
forbidden.  “They could be ordered by mail, on demand. It used to be like the 
covert Internet.”

The Tom of Finland Foundation

Fotografiska hosts Tom of Finland exhibition 'The Darkroom"

Tom and Durk Dehner. Photo by Jim Wiggler, 1982  
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Lady Gaga's
Greatest Hits
Lady Gaga'sLady Gaga's
GGreatest Hitsreatest Hits

On the eve of releasing her new album, Chromatica, 
we invited DJs Brad Scott Smith and Joe Cole to 

critique some of Lady Gaga’s greatest hits.

Photo courtesy of Interscope Records
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DJ Brad Scott
Breaks it Down

Here is my list with critique 
from my DJ perspective. I have 
listed them from favorite to 
least favorite. Honestly, I had 
never even heard two of the 
songs on the list. Her videos are 
amazing, all of them. Jay and I 
watched them together while 
I took notes on each one. This 
was a great quarantine activity.

1. Stupid Love
I feel that Lady Gaga perfected her sound with this track. It’s 
deliciously decadent electro pop feel, lyrics and vocals is my 
favorite song to date. The video is fabulous too. I have already (pre 
stay home order) started playing this at my gigs and have found 
some great remixes already. This will be a dancefloor killer this 
summer when we get released back into the new world.

2. Applause
This one was a surprise. I honestly, had never heard this before 
this assignment. I love it. The breakbeat beat will mix in nicely with 
the music I play at my events. I’m already looking for extended 
versions and remixes.

3. Born This Way
I thought for sure this would have been my number two choice. 
This has always been a guilty pleasure track for me, like Katy 
Perry’s Firework. I don’t play it in my sets often, but I always have 
it if it get asked nicely to play it. However, from a DJ POV this is a 
very special song. Everyone knows it and everyone loves it. You 
can feel the joy on the dance floor when I play it. If I was a VeeJay, I 
would always play this because the video is insane (for all the right 
reasons).

4. Telephone
The video is all killer and no filler. If I was a VJ I would play the heck 
out of this song. I can see why the song is a hit, but without the 
fabulous video it’s not a song I would ever play out.

5. Shallow
I like this a lot. I had never heard it, but its a beautiful duet and 
Bradley Cooper is so hot! It’s not a dance track so it wouldn’t ever 
find its way in to one of my events. However, I could see it being a 
good slow song for a wedding, and for the right couple.

6. Bad Romance
Ok, so I know this is going to be one of those unpopular opinions, 
but I don’t like this song at all. I like the music, but the vocals are 
totally off on this song. If there was an instrumental I might play it, 
but otherwise this one won’t find its way into my sets. The video is 
hot and fun to watch (on mute).

DJ Joe Cole
Lists the Classics

My top Lady tely favor OLD 
Gaga. I just love the poppy, 
dancey, over the top, dramatic, 
club kid/fashion version of Lady 
Gaga.

6. Bad Romance
This song by it’s self is good but 
add in the video and it just puts 

this song through the roof. Iconic is the only word that comes to 
mind.

5. Pokerface (David Aude remix)
I just love this mix and this song is basically essential GAGA!

4. Government Hooker
Love this song and it’s a refreshing crossover of Dance/POP and 
EBM/Industrial elements. It also reminds me a little bit of KMFDM.

3. Do What You Want (ft. Christina Aguiera)
This is one of my favs. It’s so hard hitting and sexy and having both 
singers really makes this a floor filler.

2. Lovegame (Dave Aude remix)
This song and mix is one of my go to mixes of hers. It’s basically 
one of those song everyone will dance too.

1. Just Dance (Ananyi remix)
This was when Lady Gaga was just coming out and no one really 
knew who she was. She hadn’t really blown up yet and I had 
the chance to do a remix. I ended up doing it in a Cascada style 
treatment. 

Joe Cole is a 40yr old and has been DJ-ing, Remixing and Producing since the mid 90s. He currently works as a DJ on Friday and Saturday 
nights playing House, Club, Dance, Pop, and  top 40 Latin. He’s  also an avid gaymer, and hosts a monthly event at the Stonewall Lehigh 
Valley called “Retro Gaymer.” He also likes knitting, crocheting, and making T-Shirts. 

Brad Scott has been a staple in the Lehigh Valley Nightlife scene for seven lucky years. He has collaborated with many DJs, venues, promoters 
and photographers to provide inclusive safe spaces for queer people and their allies! You should expect attitude free genuine people 
letting their freak flags fly and non-stop dancing. 
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I  A m  S a m a n t h a

Stephen Libby: What drew you to this project in  general? And why 
Samantha specifically? How much responsibility did this add to your 
life (good luck getting any sleep while you’re working on this project) 
knowing that now you weren’t just speaking for Samantha but for trans 
people all over the world? 
Benjamin Scheuer: My friend Samantha asked me to write a song with her 
name in it, and so I asked her to tell me about her name. She told me an 
extraordinary, powerful story, and I wrote it down, did my best to make it 
rhyme, and put it to a melody. I began the project not with the intention 
of writing an anthem that spoke on behalf of anyone; I simply wanted to 
honor my friend and her story as best I could with my tools: music and lyrics. 

I wanted Samantha to be pleased with the song, to be proud of the song. 
Working on this project brought me, and continues to bring me, great joy. 
Samantha was there with me every step of the way, offering notes on drafts 
of the song, helping me edit the lyric. Since it’s been released, the more the 
song has been shared, the more it seems to resonate universally with people; 
Samantha’s story is the story of having the courage to be yourself.
SL: How did the video happen?
BS: Once the song was written and I’d recorded it, Samantha and I thought it 
would be cool to make a music video. We agreed that we should find a trans 
director. A colleague connected us to T Cooper, who’d directed the feature 
documentary “Man Made,” about trans body builders. T agreed to direct the 

B e n j a m i n  S c h e u e r  &  S a m a n t h a  W i l l i a m s

Benjamin Scheuer’s journey to this debut is not your standard singer/songwriter story. Well known throughout the theatre world on both sides 
of the Atlantic for his one-man show THE LION (2014) (which delivered a clutch of awards including a Drama Desk Award for “Outstanding 

Solo Performance,” an off-West End Award for “Best New Musical,” and an ASCAP “Cole Porter Award for Songwriting”), Scheuer is also a published 
children’s author (with his wife Jemima Williams) for Simon & Schuster, having written Hibernate With Me and Hundred Feet Tall; and the author of 

Between Two Spaces, which documented his diagnosis with – and successful treatment for – stage IV Hodgkins Lymphoma. 

photo by Noa Griffel
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music video for “I Am Samantha,” and he put together an all-trans cast of 27 
people, including Monica Helms, the creator of the Trans Pride Flag; Skyler 
Jay, from Queer Eye; three high-school kids; and Samantha herself. There 
was an extraordinary team who helped to tell this story, and to help elevate 
Samantha’s story. So many people worked on the project, and I am honored 
to play a role in supporting my friends.
SL: What did you learn making “I Am Samantha”? 
BS: I learned that there are more than one million trans folk in the United 
States. I learned that there are amazing organizations like GLADD and 
Callen-Lorde, Trans Legal Defense Fund, and MERMAIDS, who are working 
tirelessly to help trans folk get health care, legal protection, someone to talk 
to who understands. Allison Glock made a behind-the-scenes documentary 
while we were filming the music video, interviewing cast members, one of 
whom, Gabrielle, said something 
that really stuck with me: “When 
you’ve heard one trans person’s 
story, you’ve heard one trans 
person’s story.” The most important 
thing that I can do as a writer is to 
listen.
SL: What’s next for Benjamin?
BS: “I Am Samantha” is the 
first single from a new album 
I’m making. (Canvasback/
Parlophone) Stay tuned for the 
next few singles and music videos; 
I’m eager for the world to open 
back up so I can get back into the 
recording studio. For now, I’m 
in rural Wales, playing with my 
labradoodle pup, doing my best to 
write some new songs, and making 
videos of songs that I’m posting to 
my Instagram, @BenjaminScheuer
Questions for Samantha Williams
SL: How did you know that you 
could trust Benjamin? 
Samantha Williams: I’d known Benjamin for a few years before we called 
ourselves friends. Before that, he was the regular customer at the West Village 
coffee shop where I worked who always had his guitar on him and was never 
anything but utterly upbeat. At some point we realized we were fellow writers 
and from there it went. My gut told me I could trust this guy. Talk to him for 
two minutes and the word “sincerity” will pop into your head. 
SL: But he seems a little like Seth Rogan, right? I mean, how did you know 
he wasn’t going to just get stoned and pass out in an alley? 
SW: I didn’t. Not for sure. Everyone has a dark side, right? We only became 
friends after he started writing “I Am Samantha,” and it’s not like I ran a 
background check. But, though I’m a notoriously bad judge of character, my 
gut was like, “Hey, this dude’s okay.” Seth Rogan! That’s great. I’d been trying 
to figure out who he reminds me of for years now. 
SL: Seriously, what was important for you to make sure Benjamin got 
exactly right? 
SW: Benjamin was transparent throughout the entire writing process. He 
shared lines—multiple versions—with me. He carefully considered every 

suggestion I made and really heard every concern. Not one line in the song 
veers away from the emotional truth. The guy really did his research. He 
wanted to understand. I’d get a text or email with a question. Look up from 
pouring a latte and there was that ever-smiling face. Benjamin seemed to 
immediately detect the heart of the story. Yes, it’s the story of someone who’s 
suffered from gender dysphoria her whole life. But it’s also about the choices 
she made, choices with harmful consequences. And ultimately it’s a universal 
story of self-discovery, of finding the courage to declare one’s true identity. 
The Samantha in the song is not simply proclaiming that she’s a woman or 
trans; she’s asserting her individuality in the face of others’ expectations; she’s 
declaring she’s Samantha. 
SL: What was the most exciting part of the video? 
SW: That’s an easy answer. The most exciting part of appearing in “I Am 

Samantha” was just hanging out 
on set. Benjamin mentioned all 27 
who appear in the video, and much 
of the crew, are trans. Well, they 
are some of the most inspiring, 
beautiful people I’ve ever met. The 
moment I arrived I knew I was far 
from the star of this thing; I was co-
star at best. Even before knowing 
any of the specifics of their stories, 
I understood, from my own 
experience, that each of their lives 
is worthy of its own song. 
SL: What’s next for you? 
SW: As I continue to help spread 
the word about this historic project, 
I’m writing a screenplay that sort 
of overlaps with “I Am Samantha.” 
I’m also writing a Behind-the-Lyric 
for “I Am Samantha” that offers a 
closer look at Benjamin’s and my 
writer-geekiness and adds a little 
more texture to the story he tells. 

My hope is to have opportunities to participate in LGBTQ-benefiting charity 
work and activism and to have an ongoing dialogue with fans of the song 
and video. I’m excited to meet more inspiring people with powerful stories 
of their own.

Of their partnership on the project, Transgender Legal Defense & 
Education Fund Program Manager AC Dumlao shares...

 I Am Samantha is more than a song and a music video, it is a message 
that trans communities are resilient and multifaceted, and our stories 
are meant to be seen and heard. At TLDEF's Name Change Project, 
where we connect low-income trans folks with legal representation 
in the name change process, we work with hundreds of trans folks 
every year, who like Samantha, are looking to live in their truth with 
their chosen name. TLDEF is excited to collaborate with Canvasback 
Music for the release of I Am Samantha.
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There is at least one thing most Americans have in 
common - several recent polls show that nearly 60% 
of all Americans do not have a will.
     As important as a will is to a comprehensive estate plan, it does not cover all 
property a person owns. 
     In Pennsylvania, a will governs the disposition of your probate property—cash, 
vehicles, personal property, and other assets titled in your own name which are 
not subject to a contract. Other property, such as life insurance, annuities, IRAs, 
401(k), pensions, and more, are considered non-probate property. These assets are 
controlled by contract and need to be addressed outside of your will.
     These days, non-probate property can often make up most, if not all, of a person’s 
assets. So while around 40% of people may have a will, if they fail to address their 
non-probate property, they may find themselves in the same situation as those 
without a will.
     Non-probate property, like retirement accounts, will generally allow for the 
naming of beneficiaries. Many people who own these assets fail to ever name a 
beneficiary. Sometimes people are unaware that they can name a beneficiary for 
a retirement account. Some who have a will believe that theirs also controls their 
non-probate property. But failing to take the time to name beneficiaries for your 
accounts can have significant consequences.
Nearly every retirement plan and life insurance contract will have default 
beneficiaries for those who fail to name one. While this can serve as a helpful 
backstop, it often results in unintended consequences. The primary default on these 
contracts is usually the surviving spouse, if any. While same-sex marriages have 
been steadily increasing since the Supreme Court’s ruling in Obergefell, there are 
many LGBT committed couples who have chosen (for entirely legitimate reasons) 
not to marry. If these individuals do not name their partner as a beneficiary, the 
next default beneficiary is often the decedent’s children or their estate.
     As you can imagine, defaulting to children or the estate, instead of a surviving 
partner, can be calamitous for a surviving partner. Since we often have shared 
expenses with our partners, the surviving partner would potentially lose out on 
significant assets that would otherwise be available to pay for such expenses, i.e. 
mortgage. If the decedent were to have minor children, the complications would 
double, since minors cannot lawfully own significant assets. In this case, a guardian 
may even need to be appointed. 
     If the non-probate assets default to the estate instead of named beneficiaries, this 
presents a host of other negative consequences. One issue is that the assets would 
be subject to creditors of the decedent’s estate. In this scenario, a will becomes 
even more critical, as it would at least identify the ultimate beneficiaries of the 
assets. Without a will, the decedent’s estate would be subject to the intestate laws 
in Pennsylvania, which may result in the assets flowing to various family members, 

many of whom may have little to no relationship with the decedent. There could 
also be several negative tax consequences involved with the assets going through 
the estate.
     Beginning in 2020, the recently passed SECURE Act removed a useful tool 
for beneficiaries of IRAs and other investment accounts. Before the Act, account 
owners were required to take minimum distributions upon reaching the age of 70 
½. The Required Minimum Distribution (RMD) is based on how long the owner 
is expected to live. Each year, the owner must take out at least the RMD, or else pay 
a significant tax penalty. If the account holder dies, the beneficiary was able to set 
a new life timeline for RMD’s, essentially “stretching” the benefits out longer and 
reaping significant tax benefits.
     As a result of the SECURE Act, the age to begin taking RMDs has increased to 
72. However, and critically, the beneficiary can no longer stretch out the RMDs. 
The account must be fully distributed to the beneficiary within 10 years. There are 
some exceptions, such as spouses, minors, and disabled beneficiaries. Without a 
designated beneficiary, however, the entire account must be distributed within 5 
years, another unfortunate benefit of an account defaulting to the decedent’s estate.
     If you have taken the time to name beneficiaries, it is critical to review your 
beneficiary designations from time to time. Not only to ensure that you have named 
a beneficiary, but also to confirm that those you have named are still your intended 
beneficiaries. Life can bring on many changes to our circumstances: marriage, 
divorce, births, deaths, etc. With each major change in our lives, we need to ensure 
that our estate, including non-probate property, is in alignment with these changes.
     Two points to consider. First, when we name beneficiaries, it is often our 
intention that, should a beneficiary not survive us, we would like that beneficiary’s 
children, if any, to inherit. This type of distribution is called “per stirpes.” Many 
retirement plans will allow for designating beneficiaries per stirpes, but you must 
select this option. If you do not, the assets would instead go to other surviving 
beneficiaries. If there were no other beneficiaries, it could fall to your estate, which 
we just discussed is generally a “no-no.” 
     Next, although the law in Pennsylvania does not in most circumstances allow 
an ex-spouse who is still named as a beneficiary to inherit retirement assets and 
life insurance, this does not hold true for qualified (ERISA) plans through an 
employer. If you fail to remove your ex from your beneficiary designation after 
divorce, he or she may still inherit your ERISA assets.
     During the past several weeks, you have probably had a lot on your mind, and 
for very good reason. If your thoughts have shifted to your estate planning, take 
the extra time to review your non-probate assets. Having a will is an important 
primary step, but the best way to ensure your entire plan is in alignment is to 
select and verify beneficiaries for each of your retirement accounts, life insurance 
policies, and other similar assets.

Not So Sweet | A Beneficiary Without a Name
by Ryan K. Fields, Esq, KingSpry Estates/Trusts Law Practice

Ryan K. Fields is an attorney with the KingSpry law firm, focusing his practice in Estate Planning and Estate Administration. He 
is an active volunteer with many organizations including the Bradbury Sullivan LGBT Community Center, and is a board member 
for the Estate Planning Council of the Lehigh Valley, Family Connection of Easton, and the Southern Lehigh Public Library.

Mr. Fields earned his Juris Doctorate from the University of New Hampshire Franklin Pierce School of Law where he served as 
Senior Editor of the UNH Law Review. He earned his B.S. in Music Industry cum laude from Northeastern University.

Additionally, Mr. Fields is the host of the Estate Planning video series, Planning Now! which is available on the firm’s website and 
Youtube channel.
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Stephen Libby: Tell us a 
little bit about where you 
were raised and what that 
was like for a young gay  
person? How old were 
you when you knew you 
were attracted to the same 
gender?
Eric Cervini: I grew up 
in a town called Round 
Rock, Texas. And, it 
was hard. I didn’t know 
anyone who was openly 
gay, at least my age. 

And my mom sold Mary Kay cosmetics, so she dropped me off to school 
every day in a pink car. So when people called me gay or girly, I just said oh 
no no, it’s just because I was raised by a single mother. And maybe 
that was why I didn’t like playing football or doing manly things. 
But by the time I was 18, I started realizing who I was. I came out 
two my best friend, and I said the words “I’m gay” out loud for the 
first time. Two weeks later, I started my first day at Harvard. And 
since it was the beginning of a new stage in my life––new city, a new 
social world––I figured: well, this is probably the time to come 
out to everyone, huh? And so, I was out. In 2010, I had my first kiss, 
and slowly but surely, I came out to people back home in Texas. 
SL: What inspired you to write The Deviant’s War: The Homosexual 
vs The United States of America? What was the research process like? 
What were some of the challenges?  
EC: In college, I started noticing hints that parts of our history–gay 
history, or queer history, or deviant history–had been erased. In one of 
my first classes, I learned the name Bayard Rustin for the first time. Here 
was a man who had organized the 1963 March on Washington, where 
Martin Luther King had famously declared, I have a dream. Here was a 
man who actually had been responsible for bringing Mahatma Gandhi’s 
strategy of nonviolence to the Montgomery bus boycott. Yet, I had never 
heard his name. He had been erased by history, since not only was Rustin 
black, he was gay. Today, we know Dr. King’s name, but not Rustin’s. 
     So, I switched my major from government to history. And around this 
time, I watched Milk, about Harvey Milk, one of the country’s first openly 
gay political officials. I decided I wanted to write a research paper about 
Milk, but all the archival materials were in San Francisco. I was a financial 
aid student stuck in Boston with no way of getting to the West Coast. 
But on the Harvard library database, I saw a name I didn’t recognize: 
Dr. Franklin E. Kameny. He was Defense Department astronomer at 
the height of the space race, but then the government learned he was 
gay. And unlike the countless other federal employees who had been 
purged because of their sexual orientation, Kameny fought back. He 
was the first to take the fight against the gay purges to the Supreme 
Court, to Congress, and to the White House. He was, as historians had 
long identified him, the grandfather of the gay rights movement. Yet 
nobody had written a book about him. He had passed away only two 
years before I discovered him, and he had given all of his personal 
documents–tens of thousands of records–to the Library of Congress. 
     So, I went down to Washington and entered the cold manuscripts 
room in the giant concrete Madison building, next to the US 

Capitol. And as I started sifting through Kameny’s letters, his notes, and 
other documents, I realized I was looking at the secret history of gay 
rights in America, a history that had started two decades before Stonewall. 
     For the next seven years, I traveled the country and the world investigating this 
story. I wrote my Master’s thesis on FBI surveillance of Kameny’s organization, 
known as the Mattachine Society of Washington. And while researching my 
PhD dissertation, I interviewed dozens of people who had fought an oppressive 
government alongside Kameny; members of the Daughters of Bilitis, the 
country’s first lesbian organization. A black revolutionary who had attempted to 
ally with the homosexual organization. A trans woman who was celebrating her 
18th birthday, on June 27,1969 at a bar called the Stonewall Inn.

Eric Servini’s The Deviant’s War: The Homosexual vs. the United States of 
America, will be published on June 2, 2020.

ericcervini.com |    ericcervini

E r i c  C e r v i n i
The Deviant’s War: The Homosexual vs. The United States of America

Photo by Jakub Koziel
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Founded a decade ago by Luis Venegas, C*NDY is the first and only style magazine to focus on the transversal community, which includes 
transgender and gender-nonconforming/nonbinary people, transvestism, cross-dressing, drag, and androgyny. C*NDY built a devoted fan base 
and garnered respect from industry leaders for showcasing the most creative and important names and talent in transversal fashion, art, and 
culture. This book not only brings together the most timeless, inspirational, and aspirational pages of fashion, art, culture, makeup, glamour, 
icons, amazing transformations, and fun from the magazine, it also features more than 200 amazing photographs as well as new, original 
content created especially for this volume. Luis Venegas is the creative director, editor, and publisher of Fanzine137, EY! Magateen, C*ndy, 
The Printed Dog, and EY! Boy Collection. Since 2004, he has pursued publishing his personal editorial projects full-time. As an independent 
self-published editor, his magazines—released as limited editions—are available in select shops, boutiques, and bookstores around the world. 
Based in Spain, Venegas splits his time between Madrid and Barcelona. Jefferson Hack is the editorial director and co-founder of Dazed Media.

Big, Hard,              Book
Luis Venegas's

The Best of Candy Transversal Magazine, Allegedly

Luis and his dog, Perri. Photo by Adri Cuerdo24



Stephen Libby: Tell us a little 
bit about growing up as a 
young Luis Venegas.
Luis Venegas: Oh, I was a very 
happy kid growing up in a little 
town 20-minutes far by train 
from Barcelona. I had friends 
and loved to play in the street 
but what I really adored was 
to spend time in my bedroom 
reading Marvel comic books 
and watching TV, specially 
American TV shows like 
Dynasty and The Golden Girls. 
In retrospective, my passion for 

fashion, printed matter, communication, fun and entertainment comes from 
that time.
SL: Congratulations on the success of Candy and I am loving the book, 
The Best of Candy Transversal Magazine, Allegedly. As I told Ron Longe, 
it is awesome, inspiring, beautiful, essential and FUN! Reading through 
the letters of support/testimonials in the book, Jefferson Hack says you 
use the word “fun” a lot when describing your love of magazines. Why is 
fun important to you? And which magazines do you find the most fun? 
LV: Fun is fun-damental! When I say fun I don’t necessarily mean living 
hilariously (even though I love laughing), fun for me is enjoying the moment, 
what you’re doing and thinking as much as possible. I think Vanity Fair in 
the 90s under Tina Brown’s direction was fun. I also like very much George 
Wayne’s R.O.M.E., each time I find a new issue for my collection it’s a pure 
joy. And 00s Butt magazine created by my friends Gert Jonkers and Jop Van 
Bennekom was GREAT fun! 
SL: Why Candy? Why not just Transversal Magazine? 
LV: Because the word itself, “Candy” is so catchy, evocative, attractive… 
and easy to remember. It doesn’t really needs a translation and I love that, it 
works in every language.

SL: What were the rewards 
and challenges of starting 
Candy?
LV: Well, back in 2008 
the representation of any 
transversal matters in the 
media and specially in fashion 
magazines was virtually non-
existent. No more, no less. 
A few friends understood 
immediately the idea and 
expressed excitement about 
it… but advertisers didn’t 
agree, they thought it was 

going to be a tacky, morbid 
publication. So, I invested all 
the money I had to pay for 
that first issue and it was in 
2009, just after the previous 
recession.
Luckily after that first issue 
they started to understand 
what I meant, my approach to 
those transversal matters, my 
vision… and now 11 years later 
I’m happy to see sooooo many 
similar contents in mainstream 
magazines and media. About 
time! Anyone could have done 
it, but I’m the one who did it.
SL: You are the  editor of five independent limited edition magazines 
and a creative director for luxury brands such as Loewe, Acne, Carolina 
Herrera and J. W. Anderson. What is your favorite hat to wear?
LV: I don’t really see a difference, the one is the consequence of the other, 
in my case are very related processes. I love finding creative solutions and 
ideas to communicate and editing them until they’re as strong and sharp as 
possible. 
SL: Candy features celebrity and non-celebrity models and profiles. Is 
there a difference when doing the shoots?
LV: Not really, in all cases generally I give only a few indications to the 
photographer and the creatures involved in the shoots…but I deeply respect 
their freedom and trust their talent. So basically I want to be surprised with 
the results. Very often I tell them the same quote that allegedly the legendary 
Alexander Libermann used to say to “his” photographers: “Astonish me!”
SL: Have you accomplished what you set out to do with Candy? What is 
on the horizon for you?
LV: I’m happy that Candy is still alive and with a very loyal audience that 
keeps enjoying its content, each new issue… and now hopefully the book 
as well! 
SL: Describe your perfect 
day.
LV: I’m a very simple man. I 
like to wake up kind of early, 
walk my dog, each lots of 
vegetables, work on exciting 
projects, exercise a bit and be 
able to watch some series or 
movie. That’s an average day 
of my life… only it’s never 
like that, everyday there’s new 
surprises and twists, I love 
them all of course. 

the cAndy book of transversal creativity: the best of c*ndy magazine, allegedly
Edited by Luis Venegas  | Foreword by Jefferson Hack | Hardcover / 8.5” x 11” / 272 pages / 260 color photographs | $60.00 U.S. / ISBN: 978-0-8478-6583-
3 / Rizzoli New York / Release date: March 2020

Lady Bunny | Photo by Ellen von UnwerthCandy Darling | Photo by Gary Lee Boas

MJ Rodriguez, Indya Moore, Dominique Jack-
son, Janet Mock. Photographed by Luke Gilford
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Michael Fairman is after what his name implies: a fair chance.  He is out now with “Other Side,” his mid-tempo 
pop/soul track about ageism, personal struggles, and finding ones inner-strength to face adversity and ulti-
mately triumph.  He co-wrote the track with engineer and producer, Kyle Mangels, in hopes it might inspire 
those over 35 into action.  “For years now, I have been told, ‘You’re doing music? You sing? How nice!’ when 
what was really meant was ‘Good Luck with that boomer, you’re too old for the music industry,’” he explains.  

Michael Fairman
takes us to the other side
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Stephen Libby: What is the most intimidating 
thing about launching a pop career after 50? 
And what made you think you could do it?
Michael Fairman: The most intimidating thing 
has been if people would take me seriously.  
“Other Side” is actually my third original single 
release in over a year or so. So, I think I already 
conquered the issue of the novelty of  releasing a 
song, and now I hope people get it and see that 
I am a legitimate singer/songwriter with a flow 
of material, and am continuing to put out new 
tracks as any artist in pop music would.  
As to what made me think I could do this at this 
juncture in my life - I have always believed I had 
a very strong and unique singing voice in its 
range and its power, and as a songwriter, I always 
knew I had things to say, and was very in touch 
with the emotional side of myself, and of feelings 
for what others may be experiencing or going 
through in different parts of life. I felt now that 
I…had no fears about letting people in on this 
aspect of my talent and career…felt comfortable 
enough in my own skin to showcase it, and knew 
if I didn’t do this now I would regret it forever. 
In addition, I found some amazing collaborators 
to make the music I want to, which also helped 
with the timing…and answer to the question of 
“why now”.
SL: Give us a little background. Where were 
you raised and what was it like growing up 
there gay? 
MF: I was raised and born in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, and growing up I always felt the 
outcast and the loner. The city was very socially 
backward at the time – a non-progressive, 
Midwestern town. I can’t speak for how it is now, 
as I have not been back there for decades. In my 
youth, I was always doing musical theater - and 
plays in junior high and high school - performed 
in summer stock- came in first place in the state 
singing competitions for all the high schools, 
etc.  But as a performer, that was not the cool 
thing to be, right? It was being the quarterback 
of the football team.  Therefore, I was bullied 
very badly. And so, whenever I hear or see what 
is happening with our LGBTQ youth today, and 

the forms of bullying they still endure to this day, 
I am heartsick. I spent most of my younger years 
in my room playing the great songs and albums 
of the day from Stevie Wonder. Marvin Gaye, 
Earth, Wind and Fire, etc and would sing along 
and practice, practice, practice, because I wanted 
to be a pop/soul artist when I grew up just like 
they were. 
SL: Who’s career do you most admire? And 
why?
MF: This is a tough one to answer for just one 
person, so I am going to answer musically. 
I admire Sia, because here is an amazingly 
talented singer and songwriter, who wrote for so 
many others and it wasn’t until her early to mid 
40’s that she became really known in the public 
conscience with Chandelier and other songs. She 
is innovative in her presentation, her songs are 
beautiful, and she found a way to have success, 
and she did without having to be the prettiest 
diva in the room, or the most bankable for labels 
etc. But that voice is unmistakable, and she broke 
the mold. 
SL: You just released Other Side. What was the 
inspiration?
MF: The inspiration for Other Side occurred when 
several challenging moments were concurrently 
happening in my life. And when we feel it’s all 
too much, we often become overwhelmed and 
beaten-down. I have experienced this and others 
that I know have as well.  It can be easy to give 
in to these feelings and continue on a downward 
spiral, but the key is to hold on tight…and hold 
yourself tight…and show yourself some love and 
inner-strength so you can get to the other side of 
whatever you are going through. There is a line 
in the song, “Take me to the other side, where 
there’s shining lights,”—in essence things will 
get brighter once again, but you unfortunately 
may have to go through more pain and suffering 
before you get there. But, you will get there!
SL: Tell us about your private life? Are you 
married? Children? Pets? Hobbies? Superhero 
crush? Favorite cocktail? Favorite vacation 
destination? Favorite movie?
MF: I am single with no children and no 

pets.  I sound so boring, but I am really fun, 
promise! (laughs) I really want to have a pug. 
Unfortunately, I am allergic to dogs that shed. 
So in my apartment, I have porcelain pugs and 
stuffed pugs and pug books that along the way 
people have given to me as gifts – I guess next 
best thing? Not really. Will see. I hope a dog is 
in my future. I think I would be a good dog dad.   
     I love to work out and hit the gym, and to stay 
active. If going out at night, I prefer to go out to 
a club and dance to great remixes and music; as 
opposed to standing in a bar and trying to look 
sexy while staring into blank space!
Many people also know me from the soaps with 
my website (michaelfairmantv.com), YouTube 
channel (the Michael Fairman Channel) which 
features not only my music videos but celebrity 
interviews as well, and the podcasts I have hosted 
from Inside Salem: Days of our Lives Podcast to 
Soap Nation Live with Michael Fairman—so I 
guess that would constitute a passion of mine?

As to your other questions:
Superhero crush: Captain America and Sub-
Mariner/Aquaman – because they look most 
hunky to me in their superhero garb.
Favorite movie of all time: Raging Bull. Robert 
DeNiro is amazing in his Oscar winning role 
as boxer Jake LaMotta and it is also my favorite 
Martin Scorsese film.
Favorite cocktail: Anything with vodka! But let 
me qualify, I am not a lush! (laughs) I actually 
don’t drink that much, seriously. 
Favorite destination: Italy, but not now! How 
horrific what they are going through with the 
COVID-19 pandemic, as we all are here in the 
states.

Michael Fairman’s Other Side is being 

distributed independently and is 

available on Apple Music, Spotify and 

all major music digital platforms. 

Fairman says he understands that pop radio is targeted to those under 25, skews female, and that there are only 
a few coveted spots for artists.  Many amazing talents – both younger and older - simply don’t get the airplay they 
deserve.  He hopes to be the artist to break that barrier, because the music he performs and writes is similar to 
that being played on pop radio and in dance clubs right now. “I have a point of view and a unique vibe and sound 
to share, and I hope listeners will give me a chance.”

Photos by Brian Kaminski 27



 Joyful 
Noise

When temperatures rise,
  fire up the blender.

by Lenora Dannelke
photo couresty of Margaritaville

Make Make a 
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AA h, the ambient sounds of summer. Some soothe—like 
the droning rumble of a power mower—and others 
invigorate. For example, the cacophonous clatter and 

whir of a blender can spur a stampede of frozen-cocktail-loving fans. 
Stand between them and the kitchen door and risk getting trampled. 
No matter what the frosty libation in progress may be, the glacial 
appeal and bone-chilling effects of an ice-meets-booze amalgam 
refreshes body and soul on a blazing afternoon. And when the 
mercury tops 90, there’s no need to wait until 5 o’clock. 

Rabid frozen drink enthusiasts may want to invest in a dedicated 
machine to meet intense slushification needs. The brand 
Margaritaville® offers an impressive selection in their durable 
and oh-so-easy-to-use Frozen Concoction Maker® line. Head to 
margaritavillecargo.com to explore options—and before leaving, 
delve into their huge array of frozen drink recipe blog posts and 
party tips. Humming a Jimmy Buffet tune while perusing the website 
is optional.

Dilettantes who dabble only occasionally in frozen cocktails can 
make do quite nicely with a regular blender, though high-quality, 

heavy-duty models are preferable for all blending chores: Don’t 
cheap out on this workhorse appliance! And for faster, more evenly 
textured results, avoid incorporating huge cubes made in extra-large 
molds. (Or break down oversized cubes by tucking them into a 
Lewis Bag and having at it with an ice mallet. This can feel extremely 
therapeutic.)

For exhilarating taste adventures, rotate iconic frozen drink classics—
such as the margarita, daiquiri or strawberry daiquiri, and piña 
colada—with increasingly popular wine-based novelties like a frosé 
(made with rosé wine) or frozen sangria (countless fruit-forward 
variations). Even queen-of-the-brunch bloody Mary can be slushed 
up by adding frozen chunks of fresh tomatoes. 

To lure readers down the path of cocktail creativity, the lead staff of 
blue grillhouse—part of the Paxos Restaurants group that includes 
Torre, Melt, and Top Cut—crafted a frozen version of their guest-
favorite Patio Mojito. All that’s missing is the warmly inviting 
ambiance of their spectacular patio—where The Gay Journal team 
looks forward to returning, sooner rather than later. Until then, stay 
home and chill, glass in hand.

Frozen Patio Mojito
Courtesy of blue grillhouse / Paxos Restaurants

• 1 ½ oz. Cruzan Strawberry Rum
• 2 oz. fresh strawberries
• ½ oz. fresh lime juice
• ¼ oz. simple syrup

• ½ oz. Sprite
• Fresh basil leaves, about 4–6  
 medium size
• Ice to taste, for texture

bluegrillhouse.com | 610.691.8400

@bluegrillhouse

Place all ingredients in a blender and process until the mojito 
reaches your preferred slushy consistency. 

Garnish-queen options include a fresh strawberry on the rim, a 
sprig of basil, and a slice of lime. Or go unfussy and simply pour and 
enjoy. 

Frozen watermelon 
and mint margaritas

Courtesy of Caitlin from Margaritaville

• 3 cups bite-size watermelon  
 cubes 
• ½ cup fresh lime juice
• ¼ cup agave nectar
• 1 cup silver tequila (preferably  
 Margaritaville Silver Tequila)

• 3 cups ice cubes (or place the 
liquids in the container of a 
Frozen Concoction Maker and 
fill the hopper with ice)

Divide the mixture among four glasses and serve immediately. 
Garnish each with a wedge of watermelon and a fresh mint sprig. 
Fins Up!

@margaritaville
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Stephen Libby: How does one live up to the 
name Ego?
Ego Rodriguez: Haha people gets confused 
sometimes. It counter balance with my last name 
that is like a Spanish Smith.
SL: Somewhere along the way I saw your 
work described as the love child of Tom of 
Finland and Andy Warhol. First of all, that is 
an amazing love child! Is that what  you were 
going for or did it just happen that after giving 
birth to your first piece of art you were like, 
holy shit, I should name this Thomas Andrew? 
Is it fair to assume that ToF and AW influenced 
your work? What other artists inspire you?
ER: Few years ago I had a show in London called 
MACHO. Presenting portraits of 70s-80s Playgirl 
centerfold hunks, in bright colours. Someone 
interviewed me and used that quote to describe 
my work. It stuck ever since. I guess Tom’s raw 
visual erotism and Warhol’s bold colours on his 
pop art, have parallels with my artistic dialogue. 
I wouldn’t cite them as a direct resource of my 
work. They are strong references in art so it will 
be impossible not to be affected by their legacy. 
I love the narrative of an illustration. Artists 
that create advertising, editorial and book art 
are those that attract me more: Al Parker,Von 
Stuck, Erté, Mucha, Gruau, Leyendecker, 
Aubrey Beardsley, Coles phillips,Stefano Canulli, 
Antonio Lopez, E. Gorey, Jamie Hewlett, Alan 
Davis, Moebius,  Manara, HR Giger.
SL: Let’s back up for a minute and tell me about 
where you grew up and what that was like for a 
gay boy at that time and place.
ER: I was born in the 70s, raised in the 80s, teen 
in the 90s. I had a bit of everything. This was 
a small city in the north of Spain. I came from 
a liberal house. I never needed to come out or 
explain myself to anyone. On part that was a good 
thing, but from a certain perspective it didn’t 
help when it came to face social scrutiny. I felt 

displaced and judged from an early age. I didn’t 
yoke my sexual interest with my disconnection 
from the surroundings. I was seen more as the 
weirdo than the faggot. The force built from all 
this disapproval and criticism is what propels me 
out of there. I moved to London, by chance, in 
1996. This is what I call home and where I grew 
as a person.
SL: The shop on your website has sooooooo 
much fun stuff!   How do I choose?   What are 
your biggest sellers? What’s your favorite item 
in the shop?
ER: It does. The pop head collection are the 
biggest hits: Who’s That Girl, Deadly Vipers, We 
Love Winona, Viva Forever.
I have a fond connection with all those. Not 
just because they take a while to do and create 
products with. But because they represent and 
are linked to imagery and symbolism of my life. 
I have one blanket with the Vipers all over and is 
the softest nicest thing to be wrapped with.
SL: Some of your art is influenced by popular 
celebrities. Gus Kenworthy, Madonna, a gay 
icons collage, Grace Jones etc. How do you 
decide who will become art? What do they 
possess that makes you say “a-ha! I must make 
them into art!” 
ER: When I started making a commercial 
approach to my work, portraiture was the 
key element. I am still making portraits of 
people. But to promote it, I found that drawing 
characters that the general audience would 
be familiar with; was better than showcasing 
a bunch of random people. I digged into my 
memory to draw the roles, icons or mythology 
of my queer history. It was interesting to see how 
people react to elements of your life that have 
a hidden understanding. Morticia Adams, Mrs 
White, Aunty Entity, Sally Bowles, Barbarella..
female characters that enthralled me growing 
up. And they are  beacons of queer culture. I like 

to play around the idea of the pin-up too. Pretty 
faces with just an aesthetic purpose. As Tom of 
Finland, Bigood, Pierre & Gilles or Gil Elvgreen, 
did. Other times might be an image that gets me 
and I can see it translated into art form. I love 
lighting. Compositions of light and shadows à 
la Horst P. Horst gets me inspired. Some times 
might be just friends or collaborations like Gus, 
you mentioned. People that I admire what they 
do, like Billy Porter. There’s not a single approach.
SL: What does a perfect day look like for Ego 
Rodriguez?
ER: I like my days to dance along with my moods. 
For that reason there’s not a single formula for a 
perfect day. I like some days to be ultra practical, 
being busy. Finishing tasks on time. Have things 
done. That energizes me. Others I like to be 
relaxed, discovering music, culture, and reading. 
Not even drawing. Others I just want to be out 
or see friends and don’t check my phone or 
any screen. Sometimes there is a good balance 
between all of them.

I am a queer illustrator. My work showcases intimate moments, spontaneity and unapologetic celebration of male eroticism. 
I bring fantastic colour boldness and humour from classic illustration into contemporary themes. With over 68k following 
worldwide that helped me to expand the Ego Universe from my editorial work to publishing, merchandise and more.

—Ego Rodriguez

EgoRodriguez

photo by Eivind Hansen

Artwork, top row left to right: Adjusting, Beach View. Middle row: Waiting, Schnaps, Candy Apple. Bottom row: Boys, Grace, Feed Me, Like a Prayer.

egorodriguez.com
@egorod
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"
"Toward the end of the correspondences with Ego I asked for some art and a headshot to accompany his interview. He sent a headshot 

and asked me to credit his boyfriend and suggested I check out his instagram account. So here we are, enjoying this collection of 

beautiful photography.  Here Eivind explains the origin of his name,  what inspires his style and his most exciting year so far.

Eivindhansen
Stephen Libby: What is the background 
of your name, Eivind? Where were you 
raised and what was it like growing up gay 
there?
Eivind Hansen: Eivind is a Norwegian 
name, it derives from the old Norse name 
Eyvindr which means ‘Happy Warrior’. I 
was born and raised in a small city called 
Tromsø. One of the most northern cities in 
Norway, north of the polar circle. 
I didn’t start living openly queer until I was 
20, when I moved to Oslo to study Fine 
Art Photography. Growing up as a closeted 
queer boy in Tromsø was hard. People 
would pick up on my effeminate traits and 
I was bullied throughout my school years 
until I finally finished High School and 
moved to Oslo. 
SL: Your photography is whimsical, 
sexy, colorful and uses lots of floral 
props and vibrant backgrounds. 
What inspires your style? 
EH: I started doing circus and acrobatics 
when I was six at an after school institution 
for creative children called Kulta. It was 
through circus that I developed a passion 
for the whimsical and theatrical. This 
background has always been one of my 
main influences. Apart from Circus I’d have 
to say that fantasy and sci-fi movies have 
been a really big influence for me.
SL: When shooting do you already have 
the poses in mind or is it a more fluid 
method? How do you feel when you know 
you got the perfect shot?
EH:  Because of my background in theatrics 

I have a very intuitive approach to posture 
and how I want my subjects to come across 
in front of my camera. I used to spend so 
much time working on my composure in 
front of the mirror when I was younger, it 
helped me become a better performer. When 
I work with my subjects I know what works 
well and I usually tell them to replicate my 
movements. Almost as if I was their mirror. 

I usually get really excited when I’m 
happy with what I am shooting, there is 
no mistaking when I have the perfect shot 
because you will usually see me jumping up 
and down shouting with joy!
SL: What is the most exciting thing that 
has happened to you as a photographer? 
EH: I think 2018 was one of the most exciting 
years I’ve ever had so far. That year I shot 
an eyewear campaign for Yohji Yamamoto.  
I had a solo exhibition at the 
Australian Embassy in London 
featuring portraits I took of LGBTQI+ 

activists from the Commonwealth 
Equality Network, a commission 
made by charity Kaleidoscope Trust.  
And I won the Gay Times Honours for Arts 
& Culture, based on a series of portraits I 
shot of prominent Trans Women for United 
Nation’s ‘End Violence Against Women’ 
initiative called ‘Orange The World’.
SL: What message would you like to send 
to young, gay aspiring photographers?
EH: Try not to compare yourself too much 
to others. I often catch myself forgetting my 
own achievements because I always end up 
looking at other photographers who are 
more successful than me. It’s important to let 
yourself be inspired by others, but if you end 
up feeling jealous of others then you need to 
take a step back and focus more on what you 
can bring to the table. Building your career 
takes time, for some people it happens faster 
than others. But it’s important to recognize 
what pace feels comfortable for you. 

Above, right: Eivind Hansen. | Page 33: Bottom left: Alok Vaid-Menon (left) and Travis Alabanza (right). Make up by Umber Ghauri. |  Right column: Darkwah (top),
Virgin Xtravaganzah (middle), Juno Birch (bottom). Floristry by Yan Skates. Top left: Laurence Sessou. Macrame by Jay Barry Matthews.

It's important 
to let yourself 
be inspired by 
others, but...

recognize what 
pace feels 

comfortable for 
you.
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Werq It
Out

New Summer Athletic Wear at ESCollectionUSA.com 


